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In this work, the potential and feasibility of using structured silicon membranes
as an active electro-optical light modulators in the Mid-Wave Infrared M W IR
range are evaluated and compared. The study involved using Near IR pump-Mid
IR probe to investigate the spectral, fluence dependence and time dependence optical properties of the nanoporous npSi and microporous mpSi silicon structures.
The results the spectral feature of both samples is structure dependent parameter
including the skeleton dimensions, pore size distribution and porosity of the sample. The spectral characterisation indicated that the ground state transmission
for both membranes is about 90% with 60% achievable modulation when pumped
at fluences less than 5mJ/cm2 . The npSi sample demonstrated response time as
fast as few tens of picoseconds allowing its use in the GHz regime, while the mpSi
demonstrated response time three orders of magnitude slower with a possibility of
operating in the M Hz regime.
The recombination of the excited carrier for both samples are also evaluated and
compared at different excitation fluences. The results demonstrated that the carrier recombination of the excited mpSi follows Shockly Read Hall SRH process
with recombination coefficient of about 1.65s−1 . The situation is different with
npSi membrane since it demonstrated that the SRH dominating the recombination
at low excitation fluences, while at high excitation fluences, the Auger recombination type competes with the SRH or even become faster at some probe wavelengths. However, The npSi membrane demonstrated longer SRH recombination
time at 3.5µm probing wavelength which attributed to the vibrational-electronic
state coupling.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past few decades, the optical properties of the silicon and silicon derivative materials have attracted great attention due to their technological importance
[1–4]. Using these materials in different technological areas requires a deep understanding about the carrier dynamics including mobility, band structure , phonons
and many ultrafast processes . The emergence of ultrafast lasers which have the
ability of providing pulses with time duration less than 10f s (1f s = 10−15 s), the
time resolution of various spectroscopic approaches have been highly improved.
Moreover, using a solid state laser to pump optical parametric oscillators (OPO)
provide the capabilities of extending the tunability range. Availability of such laser
sources with tunable parameters such as pulse width, pulse repetition, wavelength
etc, have allowed investigation into not only the wide range of physical phenomena but also feasible applications of emerging technologies. Recent advances in
ultrafast spectroscopy have yielded various spectroscopic approaches such as generation of sub-femtosecond pulses using high order harmonic generation (HHG) [5].
Investigation of optical properties of semiconductor materials using pump-probe
spectroscopy based on either reflection and transmission, or photoluminescence geometries [6–10]. Moreover, the optical pump-terahertz probe technique has been
recently used to investigate frequency dependant conductivity [11–15]and z-scan
method was also used to evaluate the optical non-linearities [16–18]. This chapter
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focuses on background review of carrier dynamics in semiconductors. In particular, the mechanisms of light intensity modulation using structured silicon samples
as well as optically excited carriers and recombination process that follows optical excitation. This is performed using different optical approaches such as time
resolved optical pump-MIR probe reflection and transmission, pump power dependence and spectral dependence reflection and transmission for nanoporous silicon
(npS)as well as micro hole arrays silicon(mpSi). Since mid-infrared light was used
as a probe to detect the optical properties change in the porous silicon, the vibrational modes in the porous silicon are also presented.

1.1

Motivation

The fast optical modulator for infrared and thermal cameras as well as telecommunication networks has attracted considerable attention recently due to its availability and high performance. Previously, there were limited options for cameras operating in mid-wave infrared(MWIR) as well as long-wave infrared (LWIR)regimes.
Such cameras are heavily based on electro-mechanical optical modulators which,
although being well sophisticated and effective technologies have drawbacks associated with modulation response, mechanical stability, and component dimension
[19, 20]. The realization of reliable electro-optical modulators provide capability
to overcome not only the inherent limitations observed in the electro-mechanical
modulators but could also enables new tendencies to achieve time-of-flight and hyperspectral imaging, fast non-uniform correction and rapid protection of activated
sensors. Moreover, it is expected that the next generation of the signal transfer
and communication technologies are likely to be reliant on switches and optically
controlled modulators [21–23]. Despite the availability of well developed components of (NIR)silicon photonics that operate in optical communication regimes as
all- optical and electro-optical modulators [24–27],the number of optical components capable of operating in mid-wave infrared (MWIR)and long-wave infrared
(LWIR), covering the wavelength spectral range between 3 and 12 µm, are considerably small [19]. Furthermore, silicon photonic platforms have recently extended
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to cover various mid-IR application including bio-chemical sensing, medicine, industrial control, wave guiding and much more [28–30]. The integration of electronic
circuits with different optical components such as ultrafast optical modulators,
switches and detectors will be the most required optical parts for the next generation of optoelectronic electronic circuits(OEICs) [31–34]. In addition, current
available cost effective fabrication processes makes silicon structures as a potential candidates to operate as active modulator, filters and infrared light guiding
beyond absorption edge of silicon [34, 35].
The transmitted light through optical modulators can be controlled using an external light source to alter the optical properties of modulator. The two widely used
mechanisms for optical modulation and switching implementation mainly rely on
the plasma effect [36, 37] and thermal effect [38]. However, many studies showed
that there is no significant contribution of both Kerr and Franz-Keldysh effects in
silicon [25, 37]. In the case of plasma effect, the externally excited electron-hole
pairs can be exploited to control the light transmitted through the optical modulators by changing the optical properties of the device which in turn to change the
real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of the device [37]. The reliability
of exploiting plasma effect in optically modulated MWIR components comes from
the fact that such devices have the capability of providing fast switching speed
associated with carrier life time and less accounted noise.
With invention of laser sources,which mainly operate based on intersubband transition such as quantum cascade laser QCL, modulate such light sources by optically
controlling the reflectivity of laser cavity facets has been realized [39, 40]. Many
studies investigated the feasibility of using nanocrystalline(nc-Si)as a promising
material in the technology of optical modulators and switches. These studies indicated that the (nc-Si) possess absorption cross section associated with free carriers
are one order of magnitude greater than of that in bulk silicon, this can be exploited in the development and application of emerging technoloies [41–43]. On
the other hand, other studies have demonstrated the enhancement of the dielectric
function associated with free carriers for (nc-Si) at longer wavelengths which can
be regarded as a feature of intensity modulation in the MWIR and LWIR regimes
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[44, 45]. Although the optical components used in infrared regime have attracted
a considerable interest, the number of studies investigating the feasibility of using
crystalline and nanocrystalline silicon remains limited, these works were usually
covering a narrow part of the spectral band or a few single wavelengths while the
remnant of the MWIR spectral range remains undetectable.

1.2

Excitation and relaxation dynamics in silicon

Many interesting and ultrafast physical processes in semiconductor materials occur in the femto and picosecond time scales. At high power levels, illuminating the
condensed matter with an intense and short laser pulse may lead to either melting
or sample ablation within short time scale. In the case of lower power, the situation is different since the sample will absorb the energy from the laser pulse and
dissipate it as heat. The observation of melting or heating effects can be obtained
using electrical measurements. However, realizing the sequence of steps that follow
the excitation,at which the pulse energy first absorbed by electrons then released
to the lattice, can be achieved using pump-probe approach and short laser pulses.
This approach allows the identification of several ultrafast processes such as carrier
excitation, carrier cooling through scattering, carrier redistribution, and carrier
diffusion and recombination. The time sequence of these processes can not be distinguished separately since they may overlap in time. This ambiguty in time makes
the isolation of a single process rather complicated, especially for carrier densities
greater than 1020 cm−3 [46]. In the case of a pump-probe approach, the excitation
pulse is typically weak at which the generated electron-hole pairs are in the range
of 1015 − 1019 cm−3 which allows investigation of electron and phonon dynamics
in laser excited semiconductors [46]. The importance of evaluating such ultrafast
processes lies in their significant contribution in the optimisation and minimisation of emerging optoelectronic devices [47–51]. Under equilibrium conditions, the
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distribution of free carriers in semiconductor materials follows Fermi-Dirac statistics while the phonons are distributed according to Bose-Einstein statistics [52].
In the absence of any excitation, the alternation of energy and momentum occurs
through either carrier-carrier or carrier-phonon scattering resulting in a common
temperature for both distributions. Thus, the average momentum for both carrier
and phonon regimes reaches zero while their average energies can be described
based on their common temperature. This equilibrium condition disrupts once
the semiconductor absorbs the optical electromagnetic radiation yielding various
thermal states for both regimes. However,once the external excitation is removed,
the excited carriers in the semiconductor recover the equilibrium condition within
a short period of time. At this stage, the average momentum reaches zero while the
average temperature of the carriers will be in equilibrium with lattice temperature
due to energy and momentum relaxation via various scattering channels.
Figure 1.1 shows the schematic illustration of ultrafast processes in direct band
gap semiconductors excited using a monochromatic polarised laser assumed to
be a delta function in time which is an approximation of a real ultrashort pulse
excitation. Optical excitation of semiconductors with the pulse energy greater
band gap Eg , yields in generation of electron hole pairs with with excess kinetic
energies identical to the residual energy (~ωo − Eg ). The initial photoexcitation
using monochromatic and polarised light result in narrow energy distributions of
electrons δ(Ee ) and holes δ(Eh ) respectively. The distribution is governed by the
Pauli exclusion principle and peaked at a specific directions δ(|ke |) and δ(|kh |) in
momentum space as it is shown in Figure 1.1(a)
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of semiconductor photoexcitation and followed relaxation processes:(a)Immediately after photoexcitation, the energy and
momentum of the excited carries will posses delta function.(b) The momentum
randomisation occurs within tens of femtoseconds.(c) Carrier densities greater
than 1019 cm−3 thermalise into Fermi-Dirac destribution through carrier collision within 10−13 s.(d) As time evolves, the hot carriers reach thermal equilibrium with lattice where the carriers lose their excess kinetic energy through hot
carrier - optical phonon scattering process [53].

This process is then followed by momenta randomisation through an elastic and
inelastic scattering event within tens of femtoseconds time period Figure 1.1(b).
Following photoexcitation, the electrons possess most of the excess kinetic energy
due to smaller effective mass compared to the holes. This case suggests that both
electrons and holes can be regarded as separated individual regimes with different
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thermal distributions each yielding weaker electron-hole interactions compared to
that shown in other carrier-carrier regimes. It should be mentioned that the collision of electron-electron or hole-hole are density dependent process. For carrier
densities above 1019 cm−3 with thermal energies around 1000K, the thermalisation
of carriers into a Fermi-Dirac distribution occurs through carrier-carrier collisions
on the time scale of 10−13 s Figure 1.1(c). The subscripts L,e and h shown in the
Figure 1.1 refer to lattice, electrons and holes respectively while the temperature
and chemical potential are illustrated as T and µ respectively. The distribution
function temperature of electrons f (Ee ) differs from that assigned for holes f (Eh )
,which could be lower or higher than lattice temperature, since they mainly depend
on applied photon energy ~ωo . With the time evolution, the hot carriers attempts
to attain the equilibrium with the lattice. In this case, hot carriers release their
excess kinetic energy via different scattering process. The most efficient scattering process is assigned to optical phonon production where the population of
non-equilibrium phonons increases due to interaction with carriers and thermalise
with other lattice modes within picosecond time scale through phonon-phonon
scattering processes.

1.2.1

Ultrafast Carrier Dynamics

In the last section we introduced various ultrafast processes following the excitation
of semiconductors using above band gap laser pulses. Figure 1.2 summarises the
time scale characterisation for different dynamical processes of electrons and lattices in semiconductors [46]. Absorption of above band gap electromagnetic radiation by a semiconductors yields the generation of high density of non-equilibrium
carriers with relatively high carrier temperatures. Several orders of magnitude
carrier densities above equilibrium can be achieved depending on the photon energy and the employed laser fluence. Moreover, the high carrier temperatures, few
thousand degrees,can also be reached. The temperature change alters different microscopical parameters especially those in relation with various optical properties
of the material. Following optical excitation, the spatial and temporal evolution
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of electron and holes occur with characteristic times which in turn depend on the
number relaxation process being involved as it is described in previous section.
The carriers undergo primarily to the energy relaxation process through optical
phonon emission while the situation is different with holes since the interaction
with optical phonon occurs near the Brillouin zone center.

Figure 1.2: Characteristic time scales for different dynamical processes in
semiconductor. the bars indicates the rough time scale expected for carrier
density between 1017 and 1022 cm−3 . The color gradient within the bar indicates
the time scale dependence on the carrier density where the dark and light ends
indicates the characteristic time scales at high and low carrier densities [46].

In addition to phonon scattering processes,it should be mentioned that the scattering of carriers in nano-structured or amorphous semiconductors may involve
interaction with defect states or material boundaries (in the case of multi phase
material). Many studies have showed that there is still a lack of information about
the carrier scattering mechanisms in such structured materials [54–58].
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Optical Characteristic of Semiconductor Excited States

The technology that exploits silicon in various optical functionalities is called silicon photonics. This field has attracted considerable attention recently due to the
availability of various fabrication processes of nano-structured samples as well as
the capability of controlling size and shape morphology. Adoption of such nanostructuring provides the possibility of realising the silicon structures with potential to operate as an active component in different application such as modulators,
sources,detectors and applications of photo-voltaics, optical resonators and sensing
[59]. Then, the fabrication of such devices requires a careful understanding of the
carrier dynamics in these types of photonic materials, which in turn provides clear
understanding of how the device should be fabricated. Despite enormous studies
that have been conducted to investigate nanostructured silicon with various morphologies, only a few studies were focused on the investigation of carrier dynamics
in such types of materials [12, 60–62]. The terahhertz spectroscopic technique has
been previously performed to investigate nano-structured silicon where various
processes can be revealed since the interaction length of the terahhertz radiation
is comparable with embedded nano-structure dimensions. The measurable length,
which represents the ratio between diffusion coefficientD of carriers in material
p
and the frequency of the probe ω, can be expressed by Lω = D/ω [15]. In bulk
materials, the carrier-carrier scattering has been shown to be on the order of 10f s,
followed by carrier relaxation towards the edge of the band and finally the interband transition takes place which lasts for nearly several nanoseconds [63]. The
study also reported that nano-structuring semiconductor materials provides the
possibility of altering the characteristic relaxation time scale of the carriers. Many
ultrafast studies about whether the change of optical properties can provide deep
understanding of the transient dynamics of surface electrons have been carried
out [64–66]. Since the emerging of ultrashort laser sources, there have considerable interest in carrier dynamic and phase induced transitions in various types of
materials such as dielectric, metals and semiconductors [67–71]. Shank et al[63]
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have performed pioneering work that investigates the contribution of generated
charge carrier Neh on the optical characteristics of crystalline silicon. The study
exploited simple Drude model expression to estimate the refractive index as well
as the contribution of generated electron-hole plasma to the sample reflectivity
[63].

np = nc (1 − ωp2 /ω 2 )1/2

(1.1)

Where, np and nc represent the plasma and unperturbed crystalline silicon refractive indices respectively, ωp is the frequency of the generated e-h plasma and ω
is the frequency of the incident light. It should be noted that the contribution of
the imaginary part of the refractive index is ignored from the model in the work
of Shank and many other studies. Such assumptions can not be applied when
dealing with more complicated samples [72–75]. The Equation 1.1 implies that
the refractive index and as a result the reflectivity decreases when probing the
sample with frequency ω bigger than that of the e-h plasma frequency ωp . In this
case, measurements of refractive index change ∆np (τ ) provides the possibility of
estimating the e-h plasma frequency.
ωp = (Neh e2 /me o )

(1.2)

Here, me and o represent free electron mass and free space permittivity respectively. For optical properties estimation, the theoretical relation should be connected to the absorption, transmission and the reflection of the sample.
It has been proposed that the measured reflectivity change can be controlled
through two linear contributions: the first one is related to the contribution of
conduction band free carriers to the dielectric function while the second one is
attributed to the contribution of recombination process(interband transition).The
free carrier related contribution can be dealt with using simple Drude model as
demonstrated in Shank’s work [63].On the other hand, the contribution of inter
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band can be assigned for various processes such as state filling,band gap renromalization and changes in lattice temperature. In some cases where the real part
of the dielectric function R(ε) is much bigger than the imaginary part I(ε) and
R(∆ε) ≥ I(∆ε), the change in reflectivity can be assumed to be only due to the
change in the real part of the dielectric. This hence allows the connection between
the reflectivity and the change in the real part of the refractive index n through
Fresnel formula as follows:

∆R
4n0 cos(φ)
∆np
= 2
R
(n0 − 1)(n20 − sin2 (φ))1/2

(1.3)

Here, φ and n0 represent the angle of incidence and the ambient refractive index
respectively. The above equation is applicable only for very small change in the
refractive index.It has been shown that the contribution of the following effects:
state and band filling, band structure renormalisation and the free carrier response
to the effective dielectric function can be treated as nearly independent according
to [76].
For the sake of the simplicity each effect has assumed to contribute separately to
the effective dielectric function of the excited sample:

ε∗ = εg + ∆εpop + ∆εbgs + ∆εf cr

(1.4)

Where εg represents the dielectric function of the unexcited sample, which is
around 13.656 + i0.048 for silicon at 800 nm wavelength according to[77]. while
∆εpop ,∆εbgs and ∆εf cr refer to the contribution of state and band filling, band gap
renormalisation and free carrier response to the dielectric constant respectively.
Detailed explanation of state and band filling needs a deep understanding of the
distribution of the carriers in both conduction and valence bands. However, since
the generated plasma possess a temperature above 1000K, it plausible to regard
the distribution of the free carriers as nearly uniform across the Brillouin zone.
Thus, the estimation of the state and band filling to the dielectric constant ∆εpop
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can be simply obtained through the ratio of the excited electron-hole pair Ne−h and
the density of the valence band electrons N0 , according to [78]. In the case of
silicon, the total density of the valence band is equal to N0 = 2 × 1023 cm−3 , in the
absence of any excitation the dielectric change due to state and band filling can
be described as follows:

∆εpop = −(εg − 1)

Ne−h
N0

(1.5)

Therefore, the rough estimated value for this change can be calculated through
∆εpop ≈ −(13.6 − 1) ×

5×1020
2×1023

= −0.03.

In case of band structure renormlisation, the many body interaction yields a change
in energy of the single particle in the excited plasma which in turn lead to rigid
shift of band structure. As a result, the shrinkage of the energy gap ∆Egap occurs
and the deviation from cubic root of the density role can be expected due to the
dependence of the energy gap ∆Egap on the temperature. Ignoring the temperature
dependence yields an estimation of the optical properties changes using the rigid
band shift model. In this model,the shift in the rigid band can be estimated from
the corresponding shift of the optical spectra as follows:

∆εbgs = εg (~ω + ∆Egap ) − εg (~ω)

(1.6)

It has been demonstrated that for 50meV band gap renormalisation the optical
properties change based on the above equation can be estimated to be ∆εbgs = 0.01
according to [79].
As mentioned before, the contribution of free carriers to the optical properties, far
from the plasma resonance, can be described by Drude model as follows:

∆εf cr = −

 ω 2
Ne−h e2
1
p
=
−
(1 + i(ωτD )−1 )−1
2
−1
ε0 εhost mopt ω 1 + i(ωτD )
ω

(1.7)
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Where, ε0 , εhost refers to the dielectric constant of the ambient and the host material respectively, while ω, ωp and τD represent the frequency of photo excitation,
the plasm frequency and collision time (damping time)respectively. mopt refers
to the optical effective mass of the carriers. Since the optical effective mass for
the carriers is proportional to mobility effective mass for the electron mef f and
the holes mhef f through the relation mopt = (1/mef f + 1/mhef f )−1 ; thus the relation between the total mobility and the optical effective mass can be described
by µ ∝ 1/mef f + 1/mhef f = 1/mopt . For silicon, it has been shown that, at dense
plasma, the optical mass varies between 0.156me and 0.205me at the plasma temperatures 300K and 2000K respectively. The Drude damping τD has been shown
to be temperature and carrier dependant parameter. Thus, at low carrier densities
the damping time has been found to be on the order hundred of femtosecond which
is estimated from carrier-phonon collision. While at high carrier densities the situation is different since carrier - carrier collisions is dominated and the magnitude
of the damping time is two order lower.

Figure 1.3: shows silicon reflectivity as a function of carrier density predicted
theoretically at the angle of incidence 45o , 625nm and p polarised light. Dotted
line shows band filling and band gap shrinkage contributions respectivily.While
dashed curve shows the contribution of the pure Drude model; solid line total
reflectivity based on the Eq.1.4[76]
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The approximate estimation of the contribution of free carriers to the dielectric
constant yields ∆εf cr ≈ −(ωp /ω)2 at 800 and Ne−h = 5 × 1020 . Summarising all
the previous contributions, it can be concluded that the main contribution to the
dielectric constant is due to the free carrier response,while the other contributions
have minor or negligible effects and are ignored for the sake of calculation simplicity. Figure.1.3 shows the p- polarised reflectivity change of silicon as a function
of carrier density at 625nm wavelength.The figure shows the contribution of the
combination of the state and band filling as well as band gap renormalisation
estimated according to the Equation 1.5 and Equation 1.6 (dotted curve). The
relatively small change in the reflectivity attributed to the opposite signs of both
contributions. The figure also shows the contribution of free carrier response according to pure Drude model(dashed curve). It can be seen from the figure that
the contribution of free carriers(Drude model contribution)on the reflectivity is relatively small at low carrier densities while it shows significant increase at higher
carrier densities.
On the other hand, the effect of lattice temperature on the dielectric constant can
be numerically estimated using linear thermo-optical coefficient (dn/dTL )according
to [80]:


∆nLT =

dn
dTL


∆TL

(1.8)

Where TL represents lattice temperature and ∆nLT is the change in refractive
index due to lattice temperature. The thermo-optical coefficient (dn/dTL ) for
wavelength relevant to our study is approximately3.4 × 10−4 [80]. Therefore, a
rough estimation of the refractive index at lattice temperature of approximately
√
1000K is ∼ 0.005 and as a result |∆nLT |  |∆ εf cr |. This indicates that the
optical properties change due to lattice temperature is less significant or even
negligible comparing to that estimated for free carrier contribution. Thus, this
conclusion provides the possibility to deal with the change in optical properties of
silicon in the frame of the free carrier contribution only.
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Vibration Modes in Porous Silicon

The preparation of porous silicon reveals various vibrational modes during sample
fabrication which can be investigated using FTIR spectroscopy as shown in the
Figure.1.4.

Figure 1.4: FTIR Spectra measured at 298K for (a) silicon (100) crystal (b)
porous silicon and (c) oxidized porous silicon. The figure presented to show
the contribution of various vibrational modes of the silicon during fabrication
process [81].

For unetched silicon (100) crystal the contribution of various crystal impurties
together with Si-O-Si can be assigned at 1108cm−1 Figure.1.4(a). While for electrochemically etched silicon, the spectrum introduces a bunch of new absorbencies.
The assigned peaks at 2141cm−1 , 2115cm−1 and 2090cm−1 indicate the contribution of the SiHx(3,1,2) stretching modes respectively [81], Figure 1.4(b). At longer
wavelengths(lower wavenumbers), the contribution of Si-O-Si is still exist with
manifestation of new feature at 915cm−1 which is assigned for SiH2 vibrational
mode. Moreover, various overlapped absorption peaks at 666cm−1 , 622cm−1 and
615cm−1 are respectively observed and attributed to SiHx deformation modes.
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Figure.1.4(c) also shows that the porous silicon after heavy oxidation produced
new vibrational modes in the spectrum which attributed to the contribution of
Si − OH,Oy SiHx and Si − O − Si vibrational modes respectively.

1.5

Research Content

This thesis is categorised into six chapters, the first chapter provides a background
review about the carrier dynamics and the motivation of studying the optical
properties of silicon and silicon derivative materials. The chapter also illustrates
carrier dynamics in silicon and focuses on the generation of the electron hole pairs
as well as the the relaxation processes following excitation. Since this study deals
with carrier dynamics of nano and micro porous silicon in the Mid infrared range,
the vibration modes in the porous silicon are also considered here.
The second chapter provides information about the fabrication process of producing the the micro and nano porous silicon using electrochemical etching. The
chapter also includes some characterisation procedure to investigate the optical
properties of porous silicon. The comparison between the optical properties of
porous silicon structure and many other silicon morphologies are also illustrated.
In chapter three, detailed information about the laser system is explained together
with reflection and transmission principles as they might be used in the derivation of the transfer matrices of the samples. Different models used to obtain the
optical properties of the various silicon structures are also explained. The interconnection between the transfer matrix method and the dispersion relation and
effective medium theories including Maxwell Garnett and Bruggeman models is
also covered. Detailed information about the ultrafast pump-probe technique and
related optical setup are introduced. The simulation procedure and an example
about the capability of our optical model to obtain the optical properties of nano
and micro porous are also presented.
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In chapter four, we investigate and compare the possibility of using nano porous
and micro porous silicon (ordered hole arrays) as an optically controlled modulators operating in the wavelength range between 3.3µm to 5µm of the Mid Wave
infrared (MWIR)spectrum. The pump- probe technique is used to measure the
spectral, fluence and transient dependence reflection and transmission for different sample thicknesses. The spectral section includes a comparison of the FTIR
measurements of the nanoporous npSi and microporous silicon mpSi for different sample thicknesses. The fluence dependence section covers the reflection and
transmission changes for the same samples mentioned in the spectral section and
the related simulated absorption coefficient as well as the carrier concentration
extracted from the optical model. The last section in this chapter compares the
modulation speed for both nano and micro porous silicon structures.
Chapter five illustrates and compares the recombination decay of the nano and micro porous samples . The model based on the Maxwell Garnett model is employed
to extract the transient carrier concentration from the time resolved at different
excitation powers. From the model the corresponding carrier concentration at the
maximum transmittance change is extracted. The rate equation with two recombination coefficient is used to extract the related recombination process for both
samples.
Chapter six summarises the concluded findings of this work and provides suggestions about how to improve the optical modulation in structured silicon membranes.

Chapter 2
Fabrication and Optical
Properties of Porous silicon

2.1

Introduction

This study focused mainly on optical properties of two novel semiconductor structures. The first one is micro porous silicon (mpSi),which contains an pattern of
0.8µm holes separated by 1µm on a hexagonal 2D lattice. The second sample is
nanporous silicon structure (npSi) that composed by ambient holes and crystalline
silicon nano wires. This chapter encompasses a review of the fabrication procedure, characterisation methods, and optical properties of both mpSi and npSi
respectively.

2.2

Fabrication and characteristic of Nano and
Micro porous Silicon

Silicon substrates are considered as high quality single crystals with no contribution of defects, low assigned impurities and with the possibility of controlling the
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amount of dopants. Following the standard method used in microelectronic fabrication, the surface could be also prepared flat. Thus, unidirectional pore formation
on such materials is intriguing as the corrosion pitting the is associated with defects of the material as well as the passive layer leakage. The general method used
to fabricate porous silicon is through electrochemically etching a crystalline silicon
wafer [82]. The result yields a sponge like network with pore size less than 100nm
and wire diameter less than 50nm. The nanometer-scale silicon provides unique
features that have significant effect on optical and electrical properties such as
higher surface to volume ratio, small pore size compared to probe wavelength and
confinement of carrier mean free path compared to that shown in bulk silicon.The
porous silicon was generally fabricated using etching system shown in the figure
2.1.

Figure 2.1: schematic digram of porous silicon etching system. The figure is
taken from [83]

The samples for this study were fabricated using electrochemical etching at various
conditions depending on sample structure. Electrochemical anodisation of Si(100)
wafer using methanol electrolyte and 40% HF in ratio 1:1 to fabricate nanoporous
materials at current density 30mA/cm2 . The resulting porous layer was separated
from the substrate by applying a current density (120 mA/cm2 ) for 10s before removing it from electrolyte[84]. Different porous silicon thicknesses can be achieved
by precisely controlling the anodisation time. The obtained porous membrane was
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then rinsed in methanol and air dried. It should be noted that various pore geometry and morphologies can be obtained by electrochemically etching the silicon
wafer. The features of the produced structure rely not only on the etching process but also on the amount of doping level,etching current,concentration of HF.
[85, 86]. Among these parameters, the etching current is the most critical parameter in the microporous silicon fabrication process since it leads to homogeneous
growth of pores. To achieve that the etching current should be synchronized with
pore growth which in turn led to a collection of well arranged cylindrical pores [87].
According to Lehmann’s law, this can be accomplished by constantly illuminating
the back side of the Si wafer in conjunction with etching process. Otherwise, the
process results in collection of cone like generated pores with diameter changing
from top of the hole to the bottom. Moreover, this technique can be also used to
produce 2D infrared photonic crystals with well ordered and straight pores. This
process includes coating micropore arrays using a lithographic mask after the electrochemical etching process [87]. The porous silicon samples used in this study
had thicknesses 13µm, 27µm and 111µm respectively Fig.2.2(a). In addition, we
investigated two micropore samples with thicknesses 16µm and 50µm respectively
as it is shown in Fig.2.2(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: SEM cross section imagies of (a)nanoporous Silicon (b) microporous Silicon.

It can be seen from Fig.2.2(a) that the cross section surface of porous silicon contains arrays of randomly arranged holes, while microporous encompasses a well
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arranged pores with diameter about 0.8µm separated by 1µm pitch on hexagonal pattern Fig.2.2(b). The microporous silicon membranes mpSi were made by
photoelectrochemical etching of silicon in HF using a procedure similar to that
described elsewhere [88]. The arrangement of the pores and the interpore distance
are defined by a prestructured photo mask.

2.3

Optical Properties of Porous Si structures

Structured silicon membranes have attracted considerable attention since 1990
when the first report suggested the possibility of efficient light emission from porous
silicon in room temperature [89]. From that stage, a lot of researches have been
conducted to explore the optical properties of porous silicon luminescence. It has
been shown that the luminescence of porous silicon covers the range of spectrum
from NIR [90] to blue [91] wavelengths. However, most of the studies were focused
on the red band where 10% luminescence efficiency had been obtained [92] as
shown in Fig 2.3. Following that, the light emission from porous silicon was first
confirmed in 1991 [93]and allowed the incorporation of porous silicon light emitting diodes with real world of electronic circuits five years later [94]. This finding
has critical impact not only from scientific viewpoint but also the great promise
that the material holds in the technology of wide panel displays and optical interconnection. It is therefore essential to investigate the evolution of the population
of injected carriers in the temporal and spectral prospectives. Ultrafast techniques
have emerged as potential tools to evaluate the carrier dynamics in semiconductor
materials. Particularly, the availability of generating stable and short pulses by
employing mode-locking technique have been broadened to cover the spectrum
from ultraviolet to the far infrared. Moreover, the possibility of using various amplification techniques provide the ability to generate intense light covering most of
the spectrum mentioned above. Using different pump-probe schemes, several optical parameters of the semiconductor materials can be evaluated both temporarily
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and spectrally. These encompasses reflection [95], transmission [96],and luminescence [97] which can be modulated to extract material related optical parameters
such as complex refractive index.

Figure 2.3: Luminescence spectra of porous silicon resonantly excited by
(1.833 ev) at two different temperatures [92]

Once the refractive index is estimated from experimentally acquired data, the
sample dielectric constant and the absorption coefficient can be also calculated.
Indeed, both dielectric constant  and absorption coefficient α are correlated to
each other. In the case of semiconductor materials, the absorption coefficient is
a significant parameter since it indicates the absorption of sample at specific excitation. In most of ultrafast measurements, extracting optical properties of the
semiconductors mainly rely on reflectivity and transmission spectrum which can
be modulated using different optical models. The simplest modelling approach
includes measurements of the reflectance or transmittance at a broad spectral
range as shown in Figure.2.4. Figure.2.4 shows the reflectivity of porous silicon
(pSi) (solid line) and c-Si (dashed line) at photon energies covering the range from
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2−20eV measured using a synchrotron radiation source. Then, the optical parameters of the sample can be extracted using proper method such as Kramers-Kronig
(K-K) relations [98]. The relations provide the possibility of extracting the real
and imaginary part of the sample dielectric constant.These relations were obtained
based on causality and linearity principle which assumes that the absorption of
light occurs when light enters the sample [99].

Figure 2.4: reflectance spectra of c-Si (dashed line )and Porous silicon (solid
line) covering the photon energy range 2 − 20eV measured by a synchrotron
radiation source [100].

The relation also provides interconnection between the real r and the imaginary
parts i of the dielectric constant of the media. The K-K relation can be expressed
as follows:

2
εr (ω) = 1 + P
π

Z
0

∞

ω 0 εi (ω 0 ) 0
dω
ω 02 − ω 2

(2.1)
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εi (ω) = − P
π



∞
0

εr (ω  ) − 1 
dω
ω 2 − ω 2
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(2.2)

Where P represents the integral principal value and =r -i.i shows the complex
dielectric constant of the media. In order to apply K-K relation, the angular
frequency range needs to be taken in the consideration. As it is clear from the
equations 2.1 and 2.2 , the angular frequency should cover a wide range of photon
energies starting from 2 − 20eV to avoid any analyses errors. For shorter photon
energy ranges, an extended approach is required to account for undetected reflectance spectra. The drawback of using an extended approach is that it provides
different dielectric constant values leading to possibility of bigger chance of errors.
In some cases, the reflectance and transmittance measurements shows interference
fringes (Fabry−Perot fringes)which can be exploited in evaluation process of the
dielectric constant as it is shown in Fig.2.5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a)Ground state reflection spectra and (b)ground state transmission spectra for 13µm with porosity> 50%; The black doted line represents
the expermintal results while the red solid line corresponds to WKB approach
fitting [101].

Here, the four terms Forouhi-Bloomer model combined with Bruggeman model
were employed to fit the results shown above and extract the real and imaginary
parts of the crystalline silicon constituent (c-Si) of the PS membrane as shown in
the figure 2.6. The figure also shows the real and imaginary parts of the effective
dielectric function of the whole membrane.
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Figure 2.6: Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric functions of the crystalline silicon constituent (c-Si) of the PS membrane (solid lines) and the effective medium approximation (dashed lines). The left axis corresponds to the
real parts; the right axis corresponds to the imaginary parts, the figure is taken
from [102]

On the other hand, the pump-probe technique allows one not only to evaluate
the reflection and transmission of unexcited sample but also evaluate and fit the
reflection and transmission spectrum under optical excitation as shown in Fig.2.7.
The results can be obtained by exciting the electrons within the sample and use
another probe signal to detect the transmittance and reflectance changes respectively. The fitting process encompasses use of semi classical models together with
effective medium approximations and transfer matrix method. The required parameters can be extracted by adjusting the sample parameters such as thickness,
porosity, carrier concentration and the collision time of the carriers to find best fit
of the reflectance and transmittance changes [103–105].
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(b)

Figure 2.7: (a)Transmittance change and (b)reflectance change for 13µm with
porosity> 50% at pump fluence 1.5mJ/cm2 and 5ps delay time after zero delay
between pump and probe signals; The black dotted line represents the expermintal results while the red solid line corresponds to WKB approach fitting
[101].

Apart from that, the spectroscopy ellipsometry method, which includes measurement of amplitude ψ and the phase difference ∆ between light waves, was widely
applied to evaluate the optical properties of porous semiconductors [106]. In the
present investigation, the Maxwell-Garnet effective medium approximation was
applied to extract the carrier concentration N , dielectric constant  and damping
time Γ from reflectance and transmittance spectra. More details about optical
model and fitting process will be explained in details in the following chapter.
Figure 2.8 shows a typical absorption coefficient for Bulk silicon , hydrogenated
amorphous silicon, p− porous silicon and p+ porous silicon. It can be seen that
the absorption coefficient of p− (low doped pSi) increases over the energy range
0.75 − 2.3eV while a sharper increase was noticed for p+ (higly doped pSi) particularly at the energies greater than 1.1eV . On the other hand, hydrogenated
amorphous silicon showed one order of magnitude smaller absorption coefficient
than that of bulk silicon at energies grater than energy gap of bulk silicon. For
porous silicon samples, p− and p+ with same porosity, both samples exhibited
different trends with absorption coefficient of p− porous silicon one order of magnitude smaller than that of p+ porous silicon. This indicates that the porous
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silicon microstructure depends not only on the sample porosity but also on the
doping of the starting substrate [107]. Furthermore, the p− porous silicon indicated significant absorption at energies less than 1.1eV and the assigned peak is
attributed to some vibrational mode of the surface impurities such as SiH and SiO
[108]. The assigned strong absorption for energies lower than energy gap of bulk
silicon is striking result since porous silicon is considered as crystalline material
at which the transparent behaviour should be predominant. This assigned subband gap absorption could be attributed to the presence of tail states (Urbach
tail)associated with volume or sample surface.

Figure 2.8: Optical absorption coefficient as a function of photon energy for
bulk silicon, a-Si:H and two p− and p+ porous silicon [107]

Above band gap of bulk silicon, taking the confinement model in the consideration[89,
109], the smooth change of the p− porous silicon can be attributed to the band
gap continuum associated with distribution of crystallite size. It is also clearly
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seen that the absorption coefficients of the a-Si:H are much higher than that of
p− porous silicon for energies above 1.5eV . For lower photon energies, both a-Si:H
and p− porous silicon showed the same absorption coefficients while higher than
this observed for p+ porous silicon. The comparison between a-Si:H and porous
silicon confirms the tail states similarity for both samples. It is also indicates that
the a-Si:H and porous silicon behave differently in the near infrared and visible
range at which porous silicon photo-luminescence occurs.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, the fabrication procedures of the porous silicon structures have
been presented. The review also indicated the pores formation and the tunable
parameters that contribute in the controlling of pore size and diameter. For the
sake of the study, the optical characteristics such as photo-luminescence, reflection and transmission from porous structures are introduced as well. Moreover,
the so called (K-K)relation which provides the possibility to extract the real and
imaginary parts of porous silicon dielectric function through experimental data
is also presented and discussed. The chapter included a comparison between the
optical properties such as reflection and absorption coefficient of porous silicon
and different silicon morphologies such as bulk and amorphous silicon.

Chapter 3
Experimental Methods and
Optical model

3.1

Introduction

This chapter presents information about the laser system used to investigate the
carrier dynamics and modulation in nano npSi and micro porous silicon mpSi.
The chapter also provides experimental details regarding the spectroscopic approaches used in the measurements. The reflection and transmission approaches
that can be incorporated in the optical model construction are also explained and
discussed. In order to theoretically simulate the reflection and transmission of the
samples, the transfer matrix and the Wentzel-Kramers-Brilloun (WKB) methods
are introduced and explained in detail for both p- and s- polarised light. The
chapter also provides information about the the effective medium approximations
and their incorporation into the optical model construction. The contribution of
the free carrier absorption to the effective dielectric function of the sample is also
discussed.
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Experimental Setup

The field of ultrafast laser spectroscopy was generally based on the Titanium:sapphire
(Ti:sapphire) crystal. The crystal possess excellent optical, thermal and mechanical properties. Moreover, they are very efficient due the large band width gain
which makes them effective in the field of tunable ultrafast lasers and short pulse
generations. It is well known that the efficient down conversion of NIR pulses generated using Ti:sapphire into longer wavelength (far-IR) is a challenge due to high
repetition rate of the pulse specified by pulse trip inside the cavity and low pulse
power. Recently, this obstacle has been overcome by employing optical parametric
oscillators(OPO) [110, 111]. Further spectral extension can be obtained through
employing different frequency mixing of the signal and idler or through using
multi-stage optical parametric oscillator. Both of these methods are capable of
producing low energy pulses. Similarly, long IR pulses can also be generated from
the broad band of a mode-locked laser using different frequency mixing [112].
In this study, a Coherent Ti:saphire laser system was employed to generate ultrafast seed pulses through mode locked oscillator Micra. The seed pulses possess 80M Hz repetition rate with spectral band width centred around 800nm and
the average power for the generated pulse is around 500mW , see Figure.3.1. The
emerged pulses then guided to the regenerative amplifier for the purpose of stretching, amplification and compressing [113]. In the amplification stage the pulse energy increases allowing wavelength conversion based non-linear processes. In addition, the non-linear process also allows the sample to relax between laser shots
by reducing the pulse repetition rate to the desired range.
In the stretching stage, the process involves stretching the time duration of the
pulse through linear dispersion induction. The single grating and focal telescope
are employed in order to avoid any convergence or divergence of the beam [114].
The purpose of grating is to manipulate the path length of the pulse allowing separation of different pulse wavelengths in such way that makes longer wavelengths
experience shorter path lengths. In the stretching stage, the oscillator pulse intensity reduces which in turn yields two advantages: first, it remove all undesired
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interaction that occur in the amplification medium and secondly, it avoids any
possible damage of the optical components in the amplification stage.

Figure 3.1: Simple illustration of the pulse amplification stages [115].

Following the stretching stage, the pulse is amplified using another Ti:sapphire
regenerative amplifier. Using a fast and high voltage controlled Pockels cell, the
polarisation of the oscillator pulse can be rotated when injecting the pulse inside
the cavity. The pulse trapped inside the cavity is amplified and ultimately guided
out of the cavity by controlling the voltage applied to the Pockels cell. Applying high voltage on the fast Pockels cell yields polarisation rotation of the trapped
pulse to the original orientation allowing its exit outside the cavity. The amplification of the pulse occurs by employing another 527nm laser pulses generated using
Evolution-15/30 diode pumped intra-cavity doubled, Q- switched Nd:YLF laser.
The pulses generated with repetition rate of 1kHz. Electronic timing provides the
ability to synchronise the Pump laser (Nd:YLF) and the trapped pulse inside the
cavity, allowing them temporally overlap within the cavity. This resultant pulses
much more powerful than those originally generated, however, at this stage the
pulses are still stretched in time. To make pulses usable, the induced dispersion
resulting from the stretcher and amplification stages should be removed. This can
be achieved using a compressor to compensate for the second and third order of
the dispersion induced by previous stages.
The compressor stage includes two parallel gratings that disperse the entered beam
spectrally providing different path length for each wavelength. Furthermore, the
path length of the beam wavelengths can be also adjusted by changing the distance
between two gratings in a such way the trailing and leading wavelengths also
experience different path lengths. Despite the compensating capability of the
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compressor for the second and third order dispersion, the full compensation of
higher order dispersions requires more sophisticated devices such as pulse shapers.
The pulse shaping process involves removing the higher order dispersions through
manipulating the phase of the pulse, full explanation about pulse shaping process
can be found elsewhere [116]. The three stages of the amplifier are shown in the
Figure. 3.2.

3.2.1

Pump-Probe Reflection and Transmission

To implement optical Pump-mid IR probe measurements, spectral range broadening towards longer wavelengths is required. This can be achieved using an
optical parametric amplifier. The wavelength of the pulses from amplifier is centred around 800nm with a 1kHz repetition rate, 60f s time width and an average
power of 3.2W . For the time and spectral measurement of the output pulses,
commercial autocollimator spectrometer has been employed, both characteristics
are shown in the Figure.3.2. From panel(b)it can be seen that the distribution of
the laser pulse profile is Gaussian with spectral range of the excitation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: distribution profile of the laser pulse(a)Laser time width (b) Spectral distribution of the laser pulse. Here, black circle- dashed line shows the
experimental data while the red line shows the Gaussian fit for both figures
respectively[102].
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The output laser beam is then split into two parts using beamsplitter. The transmitted part (2%) is used as pump pulse while the reflected part (98%) is sent to
feed the optical parametric amplifier(OPA). An optical parametric amplifier, capable of producing wavelengths ranging from 3.4µm to around 9µm, was used in our
study. The laser passes through many stages within the optical parametric amplifier including white light continuum generation, white light pre-amplification,
power amplification and infrared light generation using DFG crystal. Schematic
digram of the various stages within optical parametric amplifier are illustrated in
the Figure 3.3. The output mid IR pulses from OPA are used to probe the change
in the optical properties of the sample. In order to achieve the desired time delay
between the pump and probe signals, a reflector mounted on motorised translation stage was used. The precise distance on the delay stage can be obtained using
the relation c = x/t, where c represents the velocity of the light, t refers to the
delay time between pump and probe in s. Therefore, for a 1f s time delay between
pump and probe the motorised stage moves a distance of 0.15µm. With careful
alignment this technique allows precise measurement of the delay time between
pump and probe. The probe beam was vertically polarised while the pump beam
is horizontally polarised, as such the contribution of the optical interference can
be cancelled out. The power of the pump was controlled using the combination of
a half wave plate and polariser.

Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the stages of the optical parametric amplifier. The approximate pump functions associated with each stage are also
illustrated [115].

The angle of incidence, with respect to the normal, is fixed at 24o and 60o for the
pump and probe beams respectively. The sample was mounted on the rotatable
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mount providing the possibility of performing pump-probe measurements at different incident angles. For spot size measurements, a slit mounted on one dimensional
motorised stage was used. By measuring the intensity of either pump or probe as
a function of slit moving distance, the intensity distribution can be obtained from
which the spot size can be extracted using Gaussian fit. The schematic representation of the pump-probe setup used in this study is shown in the Figure 3.4. Spot
sizes of 620µm and 200µm was obtained for the pump and probe respectively. For
the detection purpose, two identical Hamamatsu InSb photoconductive detectors
were employed.

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the pump-probe setup. The light
from the amplifier is divided into two parts representing the pump and probe
signals respectively. The computerised reflector mounted on one dimensional
translation stage has been employed to obtain the required optical path length
between pump and probe signals. Both temporal and spatial overlapping of
the pump and probe were obtained on the sample surface during the alignment
procedure. All the computerised parts in this setup controlled via LabView
software.

The two photoconductive detectors were ultimately connected to two separate
lock-in amplifiers for the purpose of small signal amplification and detection. Here,
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SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier was used to detect reflected signal while 7265 DSP
model is used to detect the transmitted signal. More information about pump
probe setup can be found elsewhere [117].

3.3

Reflection and Transmission Principles and
Terminologies

When the monochromatic light impinges on the sample, a set of optical parameters
can be extracted such as the intensity of the reflection and transmission as well
as the intensity of incident light. The intensity ratio between the reflected and
incident light is referenced to a sample reflectance, while the intensity ratio between
the transmitted and incident light is called the sample transmittance.

3.3.1

Reflection and Transmission at Normal Incidence

The following sections, optical approach of describing the reflection and transmission from the semiconductors. For the sake of simplicity, all measurements are
assumed to be at normal incidence which implies that all the cosine terms within
Fresnel related coefficients are equal to unity. This assumption also removes the
discrimination between s and p polarised waves since at normal incidence the axial symmetry will be verified. For samples without any films or another material
deposited on the surface such as bulk silicon the Fresnel formulas can be expressed
as follows:

Ns − Ni
Ns + Ni
2Ni
t=
Ns + Ni

r=

(3.1)
(3.2)
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Here, r, t represent the reflection and transmission coefficients and Ns refers to
the complex refractive index of the bulk material while Ni represents the complex
refractive index of the medium surrounding the bulk. Normally, the measurements
are performed in the ambient(air), so the refractive index is taken as N i = 1 − i.0.
The sample can also be regarded as a bulk with semi -infinite substrate with the
possibility to detect the transmission within the bulk. Although our investigated
samples are membranes, the discussion about multilayer systems will be presented
in the later sections. Figure 3.5 shows the schematic representation of the reflection
and transmission beams at an arbitrary angle of incident. As it can be seen from
figure that a part of the incident light is transmitted and another part is reflected
with angle equal to the incident angle. The intensity ratio between the reflected
and the incident beams is called reflectance R while the intensity ratio between
the transmitted and the incident beams is called transmittance T . Therefore
reflectance and transmittance can be obtained once the coefficients of the reflection
and transmission are acquired.

Figure 3.5: The reflection and transmission beams at an arbitrary incident
angle
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Since the mathematical expression of the reflection coefficient is r = Er /Ei . Therefore, taking in the consideration the cross-sectional area of the incident and the
reflected beams shown in the Figure 3.5, the reflection coefficient can be related
to the reflectance R as follows:

R=

Er
Ir .A cos θr
Ir
=
=
Ii .A cos θi
Ii
Ei

2

= |r|2

(3.3)

Here, the angle of the incident beam is assumed to be equal to reflected beam for
the sake of calculation simplicity. Similarly, the transmittance T is also obtained
through the ratio between the incident and transmitted beams. However, the
mathematical expression for the transmittance is different since the refractive index
of substrate should be taken into account, hence It ∝ ns .|Et |2 where Ns = ns −
i.ks [118, 119]. Thus, the transmittance is related to the transmission coefficient
through:

ns .Et2 .A cos θs
T =
=
ni .Ei2 .A cos θi



ns cos θs
ni cos θi



.|t|2

(3.4)

As we mentioned above, at normal incidence, the polarisation of reflected and
transmitted beams are same for either s-polarisation or p-polarised waves. As a
result, reflectance and transmittance relations would be expressed as follows:

R = Rs = Rp = (

T = Ts = Tp =

Ns − Ni 2
)
Ns + Ni

4ns ni
(Ns + Ni )2

(3.5)

(3.6)

Once the reflectance and transmittance are measured, valuable information regarding the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of the bulk material
can be obtained. It should be noted that mounting the detector within the bulk
material is complicated in the case of transmission measurements. It should also
be mentioned that all the materials are assumed to possess isotropic structure.
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Usually, slab like structure is used to extract some important optical parameters
such as the complex refractive index of the sample. The analytical expression
proposed by Enrico Nichelatti [120] was previously used to obtain the complex
refractive index Ns for a planar slab from the reflectance and transmittance at
normal incidence angle as illustrated in the equations below:

RF

=

k(R, T )

=

n± (R, T ) =

√

1+RF (R,T )
1−RF (R,T )

2+T 2 −(1−R)2 −[2+T 2 −(1−R)2 ]2 −4R(2−R)
[2(2−R)]
RF (R,T )T
λ
ln[ R−R
]
4πh
F (R,T )

±



4RF (R,T )
[1−RF (R,T )]2

RF (R,T )T
λ 2
− ( 4πh
) ln2 [ R−R
]
F (R,T )

1/2

(3.7)

Here, λ refers to the wavelength of the incident light and h is the sample thickness.
This demonstrated that once the reflectance and transmittance are measured, the
real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index of the sample can be
obtained. From the equations above, the term RF is first obtained from the
measured reflection and transmission (R, T ).

Figure 3.6: A slab with partial absorption and plan parallel faces, where h
refers to the slab thickness; Overall coefficients of the reflectance and transmittance are represented by (R, T ) while the single face reflectance and transmittance coefficients are referred to as (RF , TF )

[120].
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The real and imaginary expressions can then be employed to calculate the complex refractive index of the sample.

There are two possible solutions to the

equations, the proper solution can be chosen by consideration of the condition
(ks  ns , ns > 1). Khashan [121] and Stezel [122] proposed the equations 3.7 to
determine the optical constant of the of a planar slab from reflection and transmission at normal incidence. It can be concluded that the analytical expressions
illustrated above are regarded as valuable method to determine the optical constant of the material. In addition to above mentioned method, the slab can be
modelled as multilayer regime as (air/slab/air) providing the possibility to use
multilayer analytical method such as transfer matrix method to calculate (R, T )
of the sample. The transfer matrix method will also be discussed in detail in the
later sections.
For thick samples, obtaining the optical constant based on the reflectance and
transmittance is often unreliable since the transmittance is small undetectable
due to sample absorption. In this case, the optical constant can not be obtained
as extracting two optical parameters ns , ks using single measurement is not valid.
As discussed before, this method relies on a nearly normal incidence. Therefore,
finding a way of obtaining the optical parameters of different sample structures,
with no restriction and special assumption, is of considerable interest.

3.3.2

Reflection and Transmission at any angle of incidence

In order to understand the reflection and transmission of any sample structure,
various sample parameters need to be taken in to consideration such as the polarisation of the light, sample layers, refractive index e.t.c. For the sake of the
simplicity, the sample is assumed to be attached to the semi-infinite substrate.
Figure.3.7 shows schematic representation of an incident electric Ei of an electromagnetic wave. The Eis and Eip symbols indicated in the figure correspond to
the vertical and parallel components with respect to the plane of the incidence.
Similarly, the polarisation components for the reflected and transmitted light are
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indicated as (Ers , Erp ) and (Ets , Etp ) corresponding to s− and p− polarisation
components of the electric field respectively. The complex refractive index for the
ambient media and substrate region are expressed as N0 and Ns respectively. To
proceed with this, continuity of the of tangential electric and magnetic components across the boundary is required [123, 124]. The tangential components on
the incident and transmitted sides are equal. As a result, the polarisation dependence of the Fresnel formulas for the reflection and transmission coefficients can
be extracted as follows:

rs =

Ers
N0 cos θi − Ns cos θt
=
Eis
N0 cos θi + Ns cos θt

(3.8)

Figure 3.7: The two polarisation components of an electric field. The subscripts s- and p- refer to electric field components perpendicular and parallel to
the plane of the incident light while N0 and Ns refer to the complex refractive
indices of the ambient media and the substrate respectively.

rp =

Erp
Ns cos θi − N0 cos θt
=
Eip
Ns cos θi + N0 cos θt

(3.9)
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ts =

2N0 cos θi
Ets
=
Eis
N0 cos θi + Ns cos θt

(3.10)

tp =

Etp
2N0 cos θi
=
Eip
Ns cos θi + N0 cos θt

(3.11)

Here, these formulas are simplified considering that the reflection angle θr is equal
to the incident angle θi . The above equations can be further simplified based
on the Snell’s law such that they include only the contribution of the refractive
indices (N0 ,Ns ) and the angle of incidence θi . The above reformulation procedure
is a unique case of the ambient/ substrate regime. Thus, the ultimate reflection
coefficients for s- and p- polarised lights can be expressed as follows:

2
− sin θi2 )1/2
cos θi − (Ns0
2
cos θi + (Ns0
− sin θi2 )1/2

(3.12)

2
2
− sin θi2 )1/2
cos θi − (Ns0
Ns0
2
2 − sin θ 2 )1/2
Ns0
cos θi + (Nso
i

(3.13)

rs =

rp =

Here, Ns0 = Ns /N0 . As we mentioned in the previous sections, the ratio between the reflected and the incident intensities is the reflectance while the ratio
between the transmitted and the incident light is the transmittance. Therefore,
the expression of the reflectance and transmittance can be expressed as follows:

Rs = |rs |2

Ts =

Ns cos θt
.|ts |2
N0 cos θi

Rp = |rp |2

Tp =

Ns cos θt
.|tp |2
N0 cos θi

(3.14)

(3.15)

Therefore, the reflection and transmission coefficients are both complex numbers
if the refractive index of the substrate is taken as a complex number. Thus, it is
more convenient to reproduce Fresnel coefficients in the polar coordinate system.
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Transfer Matrix Method

In the previous section, the Fresnel equations convenient for dealing with basic
ambient/ substrate regime have been discussed. In fact, such optical regimes are
rarely available in practise. In general, Fresnel equations are used to account
for reflection and transmission with single interface. Thus, creation of an optical
model capable of dealing with various sample structures such as slab, thin films
with substrate and multi layered systems is necessary. In order to achieve that,
detail understanding of the thin film slab with substrate is required. Generally,
the term substrate is used when the wavelength of the incident light is much
smaller compared to the material thickness and when such material is relatively
absorptive. In this case, the resulting structure is coined as substrate without
taking into account the rear interface of the medium. In these limits, the Fresnel
equations are convenient to describe and extract all the required optical parameters
of the sample since the sample (ambient/substrate) is considered as a thick and
highly absorbing medium. This can be achieved using proper simulation of the
experimental results as shown in the Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.8: The light interference, reflection and transmission of the two
interfaces of the sample.

In the case of slab samples where the thickness is not large and the incident light
is not completely absorbed, there is a possibility of detecting the transmitted light
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from the rear interface of the slab as it is illustrated in the Figure 3.8. It should
be noted here that the possibility of obtaining optical parameters such as optical
constants have been discussed in many reports [120, 122, 125–127]. In the case
of single interface between two mediums, The collection of Fresnel equations from
3.8 to 3.11 can be used to describe the reflection and transmission respectively.
However, for samples with more than one interface, the situation is different since
the contributions of the front and rear surface of the sample should be taken
into account when measuring the reflection and transmission intensities as it is
illustrated in the Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.9: The the transfer matrix method for ambient/slab/ambient structure for (a)s- polarised light and (b)p- polarised light.
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The superposition of the waves between the two interfaces can lead to the observed
interference in the reflection and transmission spectra respectively. These interferences can be attributed to the path length difference as well as the wavelength
of the incident light at which the constructive and destructive interference of the
reflection and transmission occurs. The summation of the infinite number of the
reflections transmissions yields the overall reflection and transmission of the slab is
hard to calculate. In order to overcome this, the slab can be treated as an optical
system with an ambient on film on substrate structure, this is schematically illustrated in the Figure 3.9. In the case of free standing slab in the air, the substrate
is considered as air and the slab is modelled as air/slab/air. The basic analyses
method is based on the optical system mentioned above and then extended to
include more complicated systems. Despite the possibility of improving the Fresnel equations to include complicated systems or even multi-layered systems, the
calculation and the method is still hard and complicated. However,by employing
the transfer matrix method this can be overcome [96, 128–131]. In this approach,
each transfer matrix is associated with optical properties of a single interface allowing complicated systems to be resolved. Further details of this method will be
discussed in future sections.
For the simplicity, we will consider an optical system with air/slab/air arrangement as it shown in the Figure.3.8 and treat it mathematically for both s- and
p- polarisations respectively. An example of using such approach can be seen in
section 3.5.1.

3.3.3.1

Transfer Matrix Method Mathematical treatment

The transfer matrix method is a mathematical approach employed to solve the
propagation of the electromagnetic waves across the boundaries or multi-layered
structures[119]. It should be noted here that this method is also exploited in
the design and fabrication of anti-reflective coatings as well as dielectric materials
[118]. The mathematical derivation of this approach is based on the Maxwell
equations. Figure 3.9 shows the incidence of the linearly polarised light on free
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standing thin dielectric film in the air. The overall structure corresponds to the
ambient/ thin film/ substrate. Such kind of regimes might resemble the deposition
of a fraction of wavelength thick layer on the surface of a mirror, lens or prism.
At the outset of the mathematical treatment, the most important issue that needs
0

to be clarified is that each wave components such as ErI , ErII , EtII and so forth,
represent the overall waves travelling in that direction within medium, see figure
3.9. Therefore, the summation of all the processes is built based on that. Here,
the boundary condition that states that all electric and magnetic tangential are
continues across the boundaries should be taken in the consideration. In another
words, the tangential components should be equal on the both sides of the sample.
Here, the mathematical treatment for the p- polarised light shown in the Figure
3.8. at the first boundary (I) are expressed as follows:

0
EI = EiI · cos θiI − ErI · cos θiI = EtI · cos θiII − ErII
· cos θiII

(3.16)

and
r
HI =

0
· N0 · (EiI + ErI ) =
µ0

r

0
0
· N1 · (EtI + ErII
)
µ0

(3.17)

The relation between the electric and magnetics components can be obtained based
on the fact that in non-magnetic media, both components are related to each other
through the unit propagation vector and the refractive index.

r
H=

0
N · k̂ × E
µ0

(3.18)

at the second boundary II

E11 = EiII · cos θiII − ErII · cos θiII = EtII · cos θtII

r
HII =

0
· N1 · (EiII + ErII ) =
µ0

r

0
· Ns · EtII
µ0

(3.19)

(3.20)
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Where Ns represents the complex refractive index of the substrate.
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Accord-

ing to the fact that the wave traversing the film experiences phase shift about
k0 (2N1 d cos θiII )/2. The resulted phase shift is represented as k0 h and expressed
as follows:
k0 h = k0

2N1 d · cos θiII
2

(3.21)

Here, k0 , d, N1 and θiII represent the vacuum wave number k0 = 2π/λ, the sample
thickness, the film refractive index and the angle inside the film respectively. So,
the reformulated equations are expressed as follows:
EiII = EtI · e−ik0 h

(3.22)

0
· eik0 h
ErII = ErII

(3.23)

Based on the equations 3.21 and 3.22 the equations 3.19 and 3.20 can be reformulated as follows:
0
EII = cos θiII · (EtI · eik0 h − ErII
· e−ik0 h )

(3.24)

Similarly, the magnetic components can be reproduced as follows:
r
HII =

0
0
· N1 · (EtI · e−ik0 h + ErII
· eik0 h )
µ0

(3.25)

0
the above two equations can be expressed in terms of EtI and ErII
yielding:

EtI =

1 ik0 h EII
HII
·e (
+q
)
0
2
cos θiII
· N1

(3.26)

1 −ik0 h
HII
EII
·e
(q
−
)

0
2
· N1 cos θiII

(3.27)

µ0

0
ErII
=

µ0

Then the last two equations are substituted into the equations 3.16 and 3.17 to
obtain E1 and HI at the boundary I:
HII · cos θiII
EI = EII · cos k0 h + q
· i sin k0 h
0
·
N
1
µ0

(3.28)
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q
HI = EII ·

0
µ0
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· N1

cos θiII

· i sin k0 h + HII · cos k0 h

(3.29)

N1
0
·
µ0 cos θiII

(3.30)

and the term Y1 is introduced to be:
r
Y1 =

For the s- polarised light shown in Figure.3.9(a), where E is perpendicular to the
plan of incidence, the resulted equations resemble that obtained in the reference[118].
provided that the Y1 should be substituted as:
r
Y1 =

0
· N1 · cos θiII
µ0

(3.31)

For p-polarised waves, the above relations can be expressed in the matrix notation:




 





E
cos k0 h (i sin k0 h)/Y1
E
 I = 
 ·  II 
HI
Y1 sin k0 h
cos k0 h
HII
or




EI





(3.32)



E
 = MI ·  II 
HI
HII

(3.33)

Here, the characteristic matrix MI links the fields of the two adjacent interfaces
or boundaries. Thus, in the case of two layer deposition on substrate, the over all
interfaces or boundaries will be three and the structure of the matrix notation will
take the form:









E
E
 II  = MII  III 
HII
HIII

(3.34)

The characteristic Matrix MII relates the boundaries II and III respectively. Similarly, the connection between the boundaries I and III can be achieved through
multiplying the above matrix by the characteristic matrix MI as given below:








E
E
 I  = MI · MII  III 
HI
HIII

(3.35)
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The matrix notation can be generalized to include multi-layered films deposited
on the substrate with the specific thickness and complex refractive index for each
layer. Considering the number of layers is p, the resultant relation between the
first and the last boundary will be introduced as follows:



EI







E
 = MI · MII ...Mp  (p+1) 
HI
H(p+1)

(3.36)

Here, the proper sequence product of the individual 2 × 2 matrices yields the
characteristic matrix of the entire system, that is:

M = MI · MII ...Mp = 

m11 m12
m21 m22




(3.37)

Based on the above scheme, The interconnection between the measurements and
the reflection and transmission coefficients can be obtained in the frame of the
boundary condition 3.16, 3.17, 3,19 and 3.20 by substituting:
r

0
N0
·
µ0 cos θtII

r

Ns
0
·
µ0 cos θtII

Y0 =

Ys =
and
w=

cos θiI
cos θtII

In order to relate the refractive and incident angles, Snell’s law can be employed
and the equation 3.33 can be reformulated to:
w · (1 − r) = m11 · t + m12 · t · Ys
Y0 · (1 + r) = m21 · t + m22 · t · Ys

(3.38)
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By employing the definition of reflection and transmission shown in the following
equations:
r=

ErI
EiI

t=

EtII
EiI

(3.39)

The reflection and transmission coefficients for the p-polarised waves will take the
form of:
rp =

w(m21 + m22 Ys ) − Y0 (m11 + m12 Ys )
w(m21 + m22 Ys ) + Y0 (m11 + m12 Ys )

(3.40)

tp =

2Y0 w
Y0 (m11 + m12 Ys ) + w(m21 + m22 Ys )

(3.41)

Similarly, the same procedure can be applied to obtain the reflection and transmission coefficients for the s-polarised light with some modification in Y0 and Ys
forms as is shown in the following equations:
rs =

ts =

Y0 m11 + Y0 Ys mm12 − m21 − Ys m22
Y0 m11 + Y0 Ys m12 + m21 + Ys m22

(3.42)

2Y0
Y0 m11 + Y0 Ys m12 + m21 + Ys m22

(3.43)

Here
Y0 =

q

Ys =

q

0
µ0

· N0 · cos θiI

0
µ0

· Ns · cos θtII

(3.44)

The above calculations can be employed to calculate polarisation dependence reflection and transmission for any film configuration.In the case of multilayer film,
the corresponding matrix for each layer in the film is computed first followed by
proper sequence multiplication of each layer matrix. The resulted characteristic
matrix can be then substituted in the above relations to calculate the reflection
and transmission.

3.3.3.2

Illustration Example

In the previous section, we illustrated the possibility of using transfer matrix
method to obtain the reflection and transmission coefficients. Based on that, the
equation 3.14 and 3.15 can be employed to calculate reflectance and transmittance
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respectively. For the purpose of evaluating the transfer matrix method, the simple
ambient/substrate structure of the thick crystalline silicon (C-Si) is assumed. This
simple structure is regarded as a sample with two parallel boundaries surrounded
with air, as is illustrated in the previous section. Despite the fact that this method
has been applied to multilayer structures, it can also be used for the ambient/
substrate configuration. This can be achieved by regarding the sample as an
ambient/film/substrate with a film thickness equal to zero. Thus, the resulting
configuration can be regarded as ambient/ substrate regime. In this case, the
resulting regime would return to the Fresnel configuration used to calculate the
reflection and transmission coefficients. Alternatively, the crystalline silicon(CSi) sample can be assumed to have air/C-Si/air configuration. In this section, the
example is introduced relying on the second configuration to obtain the reflectance,
transmittance and the absorption coefficient of the sample by applying the transfer
matrix method.
The most critical parameter in this calculation is the complex refractive index of
the crystalline silicon(C-Si) which has been found to be Nc−si = 3.673 − i.0.005 at
800nm according to Aspnes and Studna [77]. As long as the complex refractive is
provided, the transfer matrix method can be applied to calculate the optical properties of this configuration. The imaginary part of the complex refractive index
represents the extinction coefficients (k = 0.005) at 800nm from which the absorption coefficient α can be obtained according to α = 4πk/λ = 7.854 × 102 cm−1 .
According to the Beer’s law It = I0 .e−αd , the penetration depth is related to the
absorption coefficient through αdp = 1 when It /Io = 1/e ∼ 37% and its value is
equal to dp = 1/α = 13µm. Here, the thickness of the crystalline silicon is taken
to be 100µm which significantly bigger than penetration depth of 800nm. Based
on the sample thickness and complex refractive index, the characteristic matrix
for C-Si sample can be obtained from which the optical properties can be extracted. Then, employing the equations 3.40-3.43, the reflection and transmission
coefficients for both s- and p- polarized waves can be calculated respectively.
Figure 3.10 shows the reflectance, transmittance and the absorption coefficient for
100µm thick crystalline silicon(C-Si) as a function of incident angle θiI ranging
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from 0o to 90o . Here, Rs , Rp and Rn correspond to the reflectance of the s, p
and unpolarized waves respectively as shown in the Figure 3.10(a). It can be seen
that the s− polarized reflectance gradually increases with increasing the angle
of incidence this reaches maximum around 90o . For the p− polarized light the
reflectance first decreases, reaching the minimum value around the Brewster angle
θB . Following that the p polarized reflectance dramatically increases and peaks at
the end of the incident angle range. The reflectance of unpolarized light is different
from that of the s− and p− polarized light, the reflectance steadily decreases and
reaches the minimum around Brewster angle θB followed by dramatic increase
towards the end of the incident angle range.
Figure 3.10(b) shows the transmittance change as a function of incident angle for
s−, p− and unpolarized waves. It can be seen from the figure the transmittance
trend resembles the opposite orientation of the reflected waves. However, the
amplitude is not comparable since the transmittance is much smaller (on the order
of 10−4 ) comparing to the reflectance seen from the Figure 3.10(a). This implies
that the detection of transmission signal will be significantly harder. In this case
the 100µm thick C-Si can be considered as a substrate and the front surface optical
calculation can be easily obtained using Fresnel equations. It should be mentioned
here that the absorbance A of the C-Si can be also calculated from the reflectance
and transmittance according to the energy conservation principle.
A+R+T =1
Moreover, the absorption coefficient can be also extracted using the equation
A = α.l for the s−, p− and unpolarized wave respectively, where l is the sample
thickness, as it is shown in the Figure 3.10(c). The reduction in p− polarized light
around the Brewster angle θB can be explained in the frame of electric dipole oscillation at which the reflected light disappears when the oscillating direction of the
electric dipole is perpendicular to the reflection vibrational direction. However,
for the mediums with k > 0, where k is the imaginary part of the refractive index
(N = n − ik), the p− polarized reflection around Brewster angle θB will not be
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10: Angular dependence (a)Reflectance (b)Transmittance and
(c)absorption coefficient for 100µm thick crystalline silicon (C-Si) for s−, p−
and unpolarized light respectively.
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completely suppressed to zero. It should be also noted that the Brewster angle θB
changes from one semiconductor to another based on the dielectric constant.

3.3.4

Non-uniform model

This model is basically based on the(WKB)approximation. This approximation,
usually associated with the names of Wentzel, Kramer.s, Brillouin, and Jeffreys,
is sometimes also known as the phase-integral method. A general discussion of
the method together with a critical guide to the related literature can be found
in the book by [132]. In optical waveguide theory the method has wide application, although the relevant results are usually able to be obtained by the ray
optics approach. These methods are also similar in their range of applicability,
both being suitable for use only when the variation of dielectric permittivity is
small in distances of the order of the wavelength. However, there are cases where
the ray theory may provide a better level of approximation than the usual WKB
theory. As we shall see, these anomalies result from problems associated with the
phase changes occurring on reflection from a dielectric discontinuity. If these phase
changes are correctly accounted for, then the first-order WKB and ray methods
yield identical results [133]. In this approximation a smooth nonuniform change
of the dielectric properties as a function of depth is assumed [134]. In our case,
the change is related to the alteration of the desity of the excited charge carriers
as a function of the membrane depth along the coordinate z. Thus, the membrane
dielectric function can be expressed as membrane (z) = si + ∆f cr (z). This expression can be incorporated into Maxwell Garnett and Bruggeman model to extract
the effective dielectric function of the sample as well as allow the simulation of
the reflection and transmission coefficients under the excitation condition. From
simulation, the free carrier contribution ∆f cr to the effective dielectric function
can be extracted. It should be mentioned here that the nontrivial oscillation of
the diffusively scatterd light is also expected as a function of incident angle. However, this study mainly deals with specular reflection and transmission which is
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described well by a model with dielectric function depending only on the perpendicular coordinate [101].

3.3.4.1

Characteristic matrix definition

In order to calculate both reflectance and transmittance of the the membrane, the
transfer matrix method is employed. The boundary between two media named i
and j is firstly considered as shown in the figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: complex electric field of light amplitudes crossing a boundary.

in
Here, ain
i and aj refers to amplitude of the incoming light from both sides of

and aout
respectively.
the sample. The outgoing amplitudes are expressed as aout
i
j
The latter represents the the summation of both transmission part of the left side
in
amplitude ain
i and the reflection part of the right side amplitude aj . In contrast,

the summation of the reflected amplitude from the left side of the boundary and
transmitted amplitude of the right side of the boundary is referred to as aout
i
[101]. The cross-polarised scattering is ignored here as the surface roughness is
neglected [80]. Thus, the boundary transfer matrix (T̂ij )for vertically polarized
light(s- polarization) that relates i and j fields can be expressed as follows:
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out
11
12
a
T
Tij
. j 
 =  ij
 = T̂ij . 

ain
Tij21 Tij22
ain
aout
j
j
i


ain
i





aout
j
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(3.45)

It can be seen from the equation that the transfer matrix T̂ij involves four components with i to j directivity. The four transfer matrix elements can be obtained
by considering the special cases shown in the figure 3.12(a,b).

Figure 3.12: Amplitude coefficients for (a)light incoming from left to right
and (b) light incoming from right to left.

Figure 3.12(a) indicates the case where the unitary field amplitude crosses the
boundary from left side of the boundary (i) to the right side of the boundary (j)
and rij represent the reflection of the boundary from media i to j. The direction
from left to right is assigned to be positive. Thus, the corresponding equation for
this case can be described as follows:





 
1
t
  = Tˆij .  ij 
rij
0

(3.46)

Following the same procedure, the fields crossing the boundary from j to i in the
figure 3.12(b) can be written as follows:

 
 
0
r
  = Tˆij .  ji 
tij
1

(3.47)
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The equations 3.46 and 3.47 can be expanded by taking into consideration the
four elements of the boundary matrix shown in the figure 3.12(b) yielding:
1 =Tij11 .tij

(3.48)

rij =Tij21 .tij

0 =Tij11 rji +Tij12

(3.49)

tji =Tij21 rji +Tij22

The reflection and transmission coefficients from i to j can be obtained from the
equation 3.48 and can be expressed as follows:



tij =
rij =

1 
11
Tij
21
Tij

11
Tij

(3.50)

Thus, the boundary transfer matrix Tˆij can be obtained from the combination of
the equations 3.48 and 3.49 as shown below:

T̂ =

1
 tij
rij
tij



r
− tijij

rij rji
tji − tij

(3.51)

By considering that rij = −rji ,tij = 1 + rij and tij = 1 + rji , the boundary
matrix can be rather simplified as illustrated in the equation 3.52. Moreover, The
directivity of the boundary transfer matrix also confirms the expression T̂ij−1 = T̂ji .


T̂ij =



1  1 rij 
.
t ij rij 1

(3.52)

It can be seen from the equation 3.52 that the boundary transfer matrix between
the i and j mediums depends only on reflection and transmission coefficients rij
and tij [101].
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Non−uniform Optical Property

Using the boundary transfer matrix developed in the pervious section, the characteristic matrix based on the WKB method can be derived. The derived matrix can
be used to calculate the transmittance and the reflectance of the membrane with
spatially nonuniform optical response [101]. Here, the membrane with thickness d
is divided into three regions 1, 2, and 3 as shown in the figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: A membrane cross section where the regions 1 and 3 shows the
left and right interfaces while the region 3 is the region of the membrane with
non−uniform optical response(non−uniform dielectric function).

The transfer matrices Tˆ12 and Tˆ23 describe the interface separating the regions 1
and 2, as well as the interface 2 and 3 respectively. Based on the equation 3.52,
the corresponding matrices can be presented as follows:








1  1 r12  ˆ
1  1 r23 
; T23 =
Tˆ12 =
t12 r12 1
t23 r23 1

(3.53)

Here, the transfer matrix of the membrane Tˆm can be derived for s- polarised light
propagating between the left and right interfaces by assigning the total electric
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field between the two interfaces as E(z) = E+ (z) + E− (z) along the membrane
depth between 0 and d. Here, E+ (z) denotes the propagation of light from the
left to right while E−z represents the light travelling in the reverse direction. The
wave vectors inside and outside membrane are assigned as ki and kj respectively.
At any depth z, the electric field is expressed as in the below equation according
to WKB approximation [135–138]

Rz

0

0

√a± .e±i 0 dz q(z )
qq(z)
ω2 0
q(z) =
 (z) − kx2
c2 ef f
E± =

(3.54)

At any membrane depth, the total wave vectors kj (z) is presented as:

i
ω2 h 0
ω2 0
0
kj (z) = 2 ef f (z) = 2 <(ef f (z)) + i=(ef f (z))
c
c
2

(3.55)

0

where, kx , θ, ef f (z),q(z) represent the tangential component (parallel to the membrane surface )of the wave vector, the incident angle, the depth dependence dielectric function and the vertical component of wave vector inside the medium at
any depth position respectively. The expression ki sinθi = kj sinθj can be obtained
by multiplying the Snell’s law by

ω
c

and set the probing frequency ω = ωi = ωj .

As a result, at any depth position (z)of the membrane, the tangential component
kx =

ω
c

sin θ is always constant as the tangential component ki sin θi =

ωi
c

sin θi .

At any arbitrary depth within the membrane between 0 and d, the electric field
E± (z) can be formulated based on WKB approximation. The magnitude of the
p
electric field is assigned as a± / q(z) at any depth position inside the medium.
The exponential in the equation 3.54 involves real and imaginary components. The
real component attenuates electric field magnitude while the imaginary describes
the absorption at any depth inside membrane.
Consequently, the matrix Tˆm relating the fields inside the membrane can be written
as follows:
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E (d)
E (d)
E (0)
 +  = Tˆ1 Tˆ2 Tˆ3 ...Tˆn  +  = Tˆm  + 
E− (d)
E− (d)
E− (0)

(3.56)

Here, the matrices Tˆ1 Tˆ2 Tˆ3 ...Tˆn represents the corresponding boundary matrices
at each membrane depth position between the front 0 and rear d interfaces respectively. In another words, the membrane can be considered as a medium with
infinite boundaries between the front and rear interfaces and each boundary recognised by a specific transfer matrix. The multiplication of the yielded matrices represents the transfer matrix for the membrane Tˆm which also connects between the
front side electric field (E+ (0), E− (0)) and the rear side electric field E+ (d), E− (d),
respectively. Following the equation 3.54, the electric field on both sides can be
expressed as:

E+ (0) =

√a+ .ei

0

0

dz q(z )

q(0)

a−

E− (0) = √

q(0)

E+ (d) =

R0

.e−i

√a+ .ei

R0

Rd

0

0

dz q(z )
0

0

dz q(z )

(3.57)

q(d)

a−

E− (d) = √

q(d)

.e−i

Rd

0

0

dz q(z )

Substituting the equation above into the equation 3.56 yields the transfer matrix
Tˆm for whole membrane as:

Tˆm =
ψ(z, λ, θ) =

Rd
0

q

q(d)
q(0)

−iψ

e


0

dzq(z) =

eiψ

R
ω d
c

0

dz


0

q

(3.58)

0

ef f − sin2 θ

Here, ψ(z, λ, θ) represents the phase which depends on the depth (z), wavelength
and the angle of incident θ respectively. Therefore, the characteristic transfer
matrix for the whole membrane shown in the figure 3.13 can be obtained from
the multiplication of the front interface matrix Tˆ12 , medium matrix Tˆm and rear
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interface matrix Tˆ23 , which can be expressed as follows:
T̂ = Tˆ12 .Tˆm .Tˆ23




−iψ
q
1
r
e
0
1
r
12
23
1 
 . q(d) 
. 1 

= t12
q(0)
t
23
iψ
r12 1
0 e
r23 1


−iψ
iψ
iψ
−iψ
q
e
+ r12 r23 e
e r12 + e r23


= t121t23 q(d)
.
q(0)
−iψ
iψ
iψ
−iψ
e r12 + e r23 e + r12 r23 e




(3.59)

Based on the equation above, the corresponding reflection and transmission coefficients given in the equation 3.50 can be obtained and can be written as:

t=

q1

q(d)
q(0)

·

t12 t23
e−iψ +r12 r23 eiψ

e−iψ r12 +eiψ r23
e−iψ +r12 r23 eiψ

, r=

(3.60)

According to Fresnel equation 3.12 and 3.13, the coefficients r12 and r23 for spolarised light are as follows:

r12 = r0 =

q
0
ef f (0)−sin2 θ
q
0
cos θ+ ef f (0)−sin2 θ

cos θ−

, r23 = −rd =

q
0
cos θ− ef f (d)−sin2 θ
q
−
0
cos θ+ ef f (d)−sin2 θ

(3.61)

Moreover, using the definition of q(z) in equation 3.54 and the wave vector kz =
ω
cosθ,
c

the reflection coefficients r0 and rd can be expressed as follows:
r0 =

kz −q(0)
kz +q(0)

, rd =

kz −q(d)
kz +q(d)

(3.62)

Therefore, the corresponding reflection and transmission coefficients for whole
membrane can be obtained by substituting the equations above into the equation 3.60 and combining the expressions t12 = 1 + r12 and t23 = 1 + r23 as follows:

r=

r0 e−iψ −rd eiψ
e−iψ −r0 rd eiψ

, t=

q1

q(d)
q(0)

·

(1+r0 )(1−rd )
e−iψ −r0 rd eiψ

(3.63)

By defining E = eiψ , the equations above can be more simplified as given below:
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r=

E −2 r0 −rd
E −2 −r0 rd

, t=

q1

q(d)
q(0)

(1+r0 )(1−rd )E −1
E −2 −r0 rd

61

(3.64)

Then, the definitions Rt = |r|2 and Tt = |t|2 can be used to calculate the reflectance and transmittance for the excited membrane. Once the incident angle θ
0

and the effective dielectric function ef f (z, λ) of the excited membrane is realised,
both Rt and Tt can be calculated and as a result the reflectance ∆R/Ro and transmittance ∆T /T0 can be simultaneously fitted. In this case the incident angle can
be set from the experimental setup while the background dielectric constant can
be obtained from from background reflection and transmission of the unexcited
sample. Following that, the contribution of the free generated carriers taken into
consideration through incorporating the expression ∆f cr (z, λ) into the effective
medium approximation used in the model. As it can be seen the from expression
membrane (z) = si + ∆f cr (z) that the only unknown parameter is the contribution
of the free carriers ∆f cr (z, λ) which can be used as a fitting parameter. By iteratively changing the above parameter, the best fit to the reflection and transmission
of the excited sample can be extracted. More details about the fitting process can
be found elsewhere [101].

3.4

Optical Model and Mixing Roles

The starting point for each optical model is based on the definition of the layer
structure of the sample under investigation. Based on the various diagnostic technique such as X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy
and many others, the fine structure of the material can be described. Moreover,
these techniques also provide the ability to distinguish the chemical elements and
the phases of the composition as well as the material surface. As we will see
in the next section, the volume fraction is an important parameter in effective
medium theories, this can be also obtained using the techniques mentioned above.
The mathematical description most commonly used to deal with different optical measurements such as absorption, transmission and reflection are discussed
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in previous section. The optical model relies on obtaining the complex refractive
index of the samples to extract further optical properties. In general, the complex
refractive index of any material, at any spectral wavelength can be extracted by
fitting the experimental data using properly designed optical model. From the
best fit the complex refractive index can be evaluated and used to obtain other
optical parameters. The refractive index primarily depends on the generated dielectric polarisation within the medium. This phenomenon arises from the spatial
separation of the electric charge in the medium due to applied external electric
field [139]. The macroscopic response of the externally distorted material can also
be described using optical constants. It is important to note that the chemical
bonding holds the charges during the opposite disturbance of positive and negative charges within the material. Thus, the external and internal forces result
in the vibrations. Accordingly, the response of the material can be changed by
changing the wavelength or the frequency of the applied electric field. Generally,
the material structure and the frequency of the external electric field are the most
important parameters for obtaining the optical constants of a material. Based on
the above discussion, the proper dispersion relation can be used in in simulation to
calculate optical properties at a specific spectral range. In the following sections,
various optical models related to our primary optical model and used to obtain
the dielectric function of different materials will be introduced.

3.4.1

Effective Medium Theories

In the case of a porous semiconductor such as porous silicon, the formation process
includes of inter twining of the nano wires c-Si together with empty voids yielding
the porous and branched layers. For the purpose of estimating the effective dielectric constant of the whole material, the microstructure impact on the macroscopic
dielectric response must be taken into consideration. In the case where the wavelength is long compared to the typical feature size of the topology, the retardation
effect can be neglected and the system can be regarded as an effective medium
with two component mixed system. This provides the possibility of applying an
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effective medium theory to estimate the effective dielectric function ef f of the
mixture [140]. In the case of a shorter probing wavelength than the characterising
feature size, it is possible to accurately observe and determine the characteristics
of the structure. Therefore, various critical parameters such as the spatial correlation length of the dielectric function and the size of the inclusions in the mixture
with respect to the probing wavelength need to be carefully considered [141]. The
effective medium theories can be generally employed to estimate and determine
the dielectric response of the materials with different mixtures. Different algebraic
formulas can be used together with mixing rules to calculate the effective dielectric response of a material depending on the volume fraction, constituent dielectric
functions and other related parameters. However, in the case of unknown sample
mixtures, an approximated form of the mixing rules can be used to predict the
effective dielectric response of the medium. It should be noted that computation
of the relation between inclusion geometry and the specific mixing rule can not be
achieved in the realistic cases even if the average inclusion structure is obtained
[140]. For the sake of simplicity, the sample is considered as a medium with two
mixed components. These two components are assigned as the host(matrix) and
embedded material(or inclusion) with complex dielectric functions M and  respectively. The factor f = N V represents the volume fraction of the inclusion and
N ,V represent the number of inclusions and the volume of the specific inclusion
respectively. Both the volume fraction of the inclusions and the average volume
fraction of the host material are related through f = 1 − p which allows extraction
one of from another and vice versa.

3.4.1.1

Bergman Representation

Bergman established a general representation for obtaining the effective dielectric
constant of the media with two phases [142–144]. The representation includes two
important parameters, the spectral density g which is the normalised distribution
function for the geometrical resonances, and the matrix volume fraction quantity
p. The various electric interactions of different material constituents as well as
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the microstructure can be characterised based on these geometrical resonances
[145–147]. The Bergman effective medium approximation is expressed as follows:

Z
ef f = M [1 − (1 − p)
0

1

g(n, p)
dn]
M
−n
(M −)

(3.65)

In the above equation, the effect of the inclusion on the effective dielectric function ef f is expressed through the spectral density g and the volume fraction p.
The range of n varies from 0 to 1. Apart from the material properties, the term
g(n, p) has been shown to depend only on the geometry which in turn describes the
contribution of the microstructure. According to J. Sturm work [148–150] there
is no explicit relation established between the function g(n,p) and the inclussion
related geometry, the spectral density can only be adjusted experminatally. This
effective medium approximation has been also used by D. Sturm to investigate the
geometrical structure as well as the dielectric permittivity of the brine-saturated
rocks. A three parameter formula for controlling the shape of the spectral density
has also been proposed by W. Theiss [140] in the case of porous media. This
approach has been regarded as a simple way to handle the general Bergman approximation. The three parameters included in this approach are the percolation
strength, porosity, and the broadening resonance parameter d for nearly isolated
particles. The approach is expressed as follows:

g(n, p) = go δ(n) +
+(1 −

√
3 3go
[p2 | 1−p
|1/3 ]
2πn(1−p)2
n

go
)[− 4d33 (n
(1−p)2

− p3 )2 +

3
]θ( p3
4d

+ p(1 − p)| 1−n
|2/3
n

− d + n)θ( p3 + d − n)

(3.66)

The spectral density g(n,p) comprises of three parts, the percolation of the particles
(represented by a delta function), a broad distribution of resonances which can be
used to describe a dense particle system, a representation of the weak isolated
particle interaction. The later term generates inverted parabola peaking at p/3
with flexible width d. The parabola intersects the n − axis at n = p/3 − d and
n = p/3 + d respectively. θ represents the heaviside step function.
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For inhomogeneous systems, various expressions of the effective dielectric function
have been introduced by Maxwell [151], Bruggeman [152, 153]and Looyenga [154].
In most cases, the topology is assumed to be represented by a collection of spheres
interacting in a mean local field. Therefore, the formula included in the models
above can be regarded as a special cases of the Bergman expression with a typical
spectral density for each case [150]. The following sections introduce various models which can be employed in evaluation of the dielectric function of composite
materials.

3.4.1.2

Maxwell − Garnett

The Maxwell−Granett mixing rule or the Maxwell − Garnett effective medium
expression can be derived based on the Clausius-Mossotti relation[151]. The difference is that in the Clausius-Mossotti the medium was assumed to be a composition of particles and vacuum, while in Maxwell−Garnett relation the medium
was assumed to be a spheres embedded in a matrix. The theoretical expression of
Maxwell−Garnett model is given as follows:

ef f − M
 − M
=f
ef f + 2M
 + 2M

(3.67)

Here,  represents the dielectric function of the spheres and f is the volume fraction
of the spheres which can be extracted by multiplying the number of spheres by the
volume of the sphere f = N V . The three dimensional Maxwell−Garnett relation
can be expressed as follows[155, 156]:

ef f = M .

(1 + 2f ) − M (2f − 2)
M (2 + f ) + (1 − f )

(3.68)

This corresponds to a spectral density with distinct sharp resonance as follows:

g(n, f ) = δ(n −

1−f
)
3

(3.69)
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The equation above indicates the possibility of applying the Maxwell − Garnett
rule on the media with a low inclusions volume fraction, which in this case are
sparsely dispersed spherical particles inside the host matrix. It should be mentioned that the possibility of forming an infinite connected network is not allowed
since the particles are separated with large distances. It should be also noted here
that there is no existence of the percolation threshold due to micro structure related restrictions [157]. Therefore, Maxwell − Garnett relation can be considered
as an ideal model to deal with dilute inclusion embedded in the matrix.

3.4.1.3

Bruggeman Model

For heterogeneous materials, Bruggeman effective medium approximation is usually employed to simulate the effective dielectric constant [158, 159]. The Bruggeman relation can be expressed as follow:

(1 − f )

M − ef f
 − ef f
+f
=0
M + 2ef f
 + 2ef f

(3.70)

The self consistency assumption is taken into account in the derivation of the effective dielectric constant, which implies that the matrix surrounding the embedded
inclusion is considered as homogeneous material. The Bruggeman model is widely
used for various types of mixed phased materials due to its simplicity as well as its
ability to account the percolation phenomena. It should be noted that the above
equation provides the possibility of symmetric interchange between the the matrix
component and inclusion component. The resultant effective dielectric constant
equation can be written as follows:

p
1
ef f = {M (2 − 3f ) + (3f − 1) + [M (2 − 3f ) + (3f − 1)]2 + 8M .} (3.71)
4

The corresponding spectral density for the Bruggeman effective medium approximation can be described as follows:
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(3.72)

with
p
1
nR/L = (1 + f ± 2f − 2f 2 )
3

(3.73)

In the above equations, both the continuous distribution of resonance and the
sharp resonance associated with the volume fraction of the inclusion f can be observed in the spectral density. The contribution of the two resonances in the above
model is rather realistic compared to the single resonance observed in Maxwell
Garnett model, especially for the media with high volume fraction and irregularly shaped inclusions. Furthermore, the model can predict the behaviour of the
percolation if the volume fraction f of the inclusions is sufficient to produce a
continuous network. The infinite continuous network can be established by inclusions once the condition of f > 1/3 is fulfilled while the matrix is in state of
continuous network for f < 2/3. The inclusions and the matrix are connected in
symmetric micro structure when f > 1/3 but < 2/3, unlike the dispersion micro
structure, generally there is no contribution of the anomalous dispersion. Hence,
it can be concluded that the Bruggeman effective medium approximation not only
explains the sparsely dispersed micro structure assumed in the Maxwell−Garnett
model but also it provides the ability to account for a mixture of aggregated micro
structures. Further comparisonn between the Bruggeman and Maxwell−Garnett
effective medium approximations have been detailed by Niklasson[159] and Hongro Ma[157]. The Bruggeman model accuracy for predicting the effective dielectric
function of the materials and why its efficient compared to other models has been
summrized by Goncharenko [160].

3.4.1.4

Looyenga model

Looyenga model was proposed by H.Looyenga [154] and can be used to determine
the effective response in electromagnetic field based on only the volume fraction
parameter f . The theoretical formula can be expressed as follows:
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(3.74)

The corresponding spectral density includes a wide range of continuum resonances
and can be expressed as:

g(n, f ) = f 2 δ+ (n) +

√
3 3
[(1
2π

− f )2 |(n − 1)/n|1/3

+f (1 − f )|(n − 1)/n|2/3 ](1 − δ0,n )

(3.75)

considering the above equations, the model can be regarded as an effective solution
to describe densely packed composites, however this is less valid in the case of dilute
particles systems.
All the models introduced previously have advantages and disadvantages depending on the spectral density and percolation behaviour of the simulated system.
The Bergman relation is rather complex compared to the other models described
above. The Maxwell−Garnett model is effective for the determination of effective
dielectric functions for media with low volume fractions. Meaning systems with
dilute particles separated by large distances, as such the percolation threshold is
not considered in this model. Therefore, the Maxwell−Garnett model can be considered as the best choice for dealing with dilute particles embedded in the matrix.
The Bruggeman model takes into account both the spectral density and percolation threshold. Hence, both dilute and dense systems can be treated effectively
using the Bruggeman model. However, this model can not predict the plasmon
resonance, which is a significant drawback.

3.4.1.5

Free Carrier Contribution To the Dielectric Function

The optical properties of the free electron gases or metals with dense free electron
have generally been investigated using the Drude model. With presence of the
probe electric field, the free electron in such systems do not undergo any restoring
force. However, in the case of excited semiconductor materials the electron and
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hole movements in the valence and conduction band need to be taken in to consideration. By assuming the electrons as a particles and replacing the free electron
mass me by the effective mass m∗ the restoring force issue can be resolved. To describe the dielectric function of free electron systems, the Lorentz oscillator model
with no contribution of restoring force term is used to derive the Drude model.
By applying the probe signal as an AC electric field E(t) = E0 eiωt , the oscillation
of the induced free electrons can be described using the following equation:

me

d2 x
dx
= −eE(t) = −eE0 eiωt
+ me Γ
2
dt
dt

(3.76)

Here, ω and E0 refers to the angular frequency and the amplitude of the probe light
respectively and Γ represents the damping rate. The first term in the equation
indicates the electron acceleration while the second term is the medium fractional
damping force. The term in the right hand side represents the force exerted by
the probe beam. Substituting the velocity of the electron v = dx/dt, the above
can be rewritten as follows:

me

dv
+ me Γv = −eE(t)
dt

(3.77)

Replacing me v by the momentum p, the rearrangements of the equation yields:

p
dp
= − − eE(t)
dt
τ

(3.78)

where, τ = 1/Γ is the damping time or the momentum scattering time, indicating
the electron momentum loss over time. Assuming x = x0 eiωt and v = v0 eiωt as
solutions of the motion [161], we can find:

x=

eE0
me (ω 2 − iΓω)

and

v(t) =

−eτ
1
E(t)
me 1 + iωτ

(3.79)
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As it is mentioned previously, the electron mass me shown in the above equation
should be replaced by m∗ when dealing with semiconductors. Moreover, the contribution of the inter band transition together with the absorption due to lattice
vibration and their background relative permittivity should be also taken into account. Since the polarisation due to free carriers is given as Pf cr = −Ne−h ex where
Ne−h refers to the number of carriers per unit volume, the electric displacement
including all the contribution is expressed as follows [161]:

D = 0 E
= 0 E + Pback + Pf cr
= back 0 E −

Ne−h e2 E
m∗ (ω 2 −iΓω)







(3.80)






Where, Pback and Pf cr are the bounded electron background polarisability and the
polarisability due to the free carrier respectively. The effect of the semiconductor
band structure on the free carriers is also incorporated in the equation through
including the effective mass

1
m∗

= ( m1∗ + m1∗ ), where m∗e and m∗h represent electrons
e

h

and holes effective masses respectively. The term Ne−h refers to the number of
electron-hole created by the pump beam. Thus, the dielectric function of the
semiconductor excited by the external source can be expressed as follows:
 = back −

Ne−h e2
1
m∗ 0 ω 2 − iΓω

(3.81)

It can be seen from the above equation that the dielectric constant also depends
on the angular frequency of the probe beam. Another parameter is the plasma
frequency ωp which is defined as follows
ωp2 =

Ne−h e2
m∗ 0

(3.82)

By considering all the parameters of the excited semiconductor, the final dielectric
constant can be given as
 = back + ∆f cr = back −

ωp2
ω 2 − iΓω

(3.83)
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Based on the obtained dielectric constant, the parameters related to the ultrafast
dynamics of photo excited plasma such as the plasma frequency ωp as well as
the scattering rate Γ can be realised. Here, ωp provides information about the
band structure through including the effective mass as well as the photo excited
carrier concentration, while the information about the scattering processes such as
carrier - carrier and carrier-phonon scattering can be derived from the scattering
rate Γ. The change in the complex dielectric constant that arises from free carrier
absorption can be defined as ∆f cr = ∆0 − i.∆00 where 0 and 00 are the real and
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant and their corresponding formulas can be
expressed as follows:

∆0 = −

ωp2
Γ2 + ω 2

and

∆00 =

ωp2 Γ
ω(Γ2 + ω 2 )

(3.84)

It can be seen from the equations above that the change in the real and imaginary
parts of the complex dielectric constant are significantly influenced by the change
in the plasma frequency ωp as well as the scattering rate Γ. The term ω in the
above equation refers to the probe angular frequency used in this study which is in
the Mid-infrared range (MIR). The damping time τ = 1/Γ depends on the photo
generated carriers as well as the lattice temperature. It has been shown that the
carrier relaxation is dominated by the carrier-phonon collisions (τ = 10−13 s) at low
carrier carrier concentrations [76], while at high carrier concentration, where the
total momentum is conserved, carrier-carrier collision is dominant and the resulted
damping time is on the range of femtosecond time scale (τ = 10−15 ) [162]. In the
following sections the fitting procedures of the various spectroscopic pump-probe
geometries such as reflection and transmission for excited and unexcited samples
based on the models and equations mentioned previously. From the simulation
process the plasma frequency ωp as well damping rate Γ can be extracted which
provides important information about the ultrafast process in the sample under
investigation. Detailed information about the simulation process and obtaining
Drude parameters (N and Γ) will be introduced in the later sections.
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Time Resolved Spectroscopy

The optical spectroscopy is widely used to reveal valuable information related
to electronic dynamics, optical properties of the surfaces and interfaces of the
semiconductor. This can be carried out using optical spectroscopic methods such
as reflection, transmission and ellipsometry. In fact, the information about nonlinear, non-equilibrium and relaxation and transport dynamics of semiconductor
can be also explored if the ultrafast laser systems are employed in the measurements [163]. In this section, an overview of the ultrafast time resolved approach
used in this thesis will be provided.
For the purpose of studying the quantum mechanical and ultrafast microscopic
processes in the materials, the ultrafast laser pulses has been regarded as an effective tool for the excitation and stop-action measurements. The process involves
using a femtosecond laser pulses to study the time evolution of the various dynamical processes in the solid state materials. Time resolved measurements are
widely implemented in association with the pump-probe technique.

Figure 3.14: A schematic representation of the pump-probe technique. The
high intensity pump excites the sample to a non-equilibrium state while the
weaker probe is guided to excited area after time delay, ∆t, to detect the variation in the optical properties of the sample

In this process, the main beam is split into two parts with different intensities
using a beamsplitter. The first part with high intensity is termed as the pump
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and used to optically excite the sample under investigation. While the second
part with lower intensity is employed to evaluate the optical properties of the
sample following the optical excitation. The time evolution of the ultrafast dynamical processes induced by the pump beam can then be evaluated by controlling
the time delay between the pump and probe beams. This can be regarded as high
speed electronic snapshot of various macroscopic related mechanical motions [164].
Figure.3.14 shows a schematic representation of the pump probe technique. As
mentioned, a non-equilibrium state is generated using an intense pump pulse.
Generally, exciting semiconductors with photon energy greater than the band gap
energy generates a high density of free carriers through the absorption of the pump
energy. In addition, the generated carriers can also result in a change of the lattice
temperature, band gap amongst other changes. After the excitation, The excited
states of the medium can then be evaluated using the weak probe beam yielding
valuable information regarding the dielectric constant as well as the dipoles polarisation induced by the pump. Thus, the deconvolution of the estimated dielectric
function provides important information about all the phenomena that occurs in
the excited states. This can be further clarified through representing the optical
property of the excited state by (t) and the corresponding formula can be given
as follows:

(t) → t<t0 + ∆(t − t0 )

(3.85)

Where, t−t0 represents the optical property of unperturbed medium while ∆(t −
t0 ) indicates the change of the optical properties at specific time t following the
excitation time t0 . The probe beam can be varied relative to the pump allowing
the investigation of the time dependent optical properties of the excited state. In
Figure 3.14, ∆t refers to the time difference between the probe arriving (detection time t), and the time of the excitation t0 . The probe intensity is normally
rather low compared to the pump intensity to prevent further medium perturbation. Hence, the transient change in optical properties (∆t) can be obtained
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as a function of time delay through precise control of the optical path difference
between the pump and probe pulses.
It should be noted that various optical spectroscopic geometries such as transmission and reflection of the probe beam can be measured to reveal the time
dependence dielectric function following the optical excitation. The time dependent optical properties (∆t) depend primarily on the carrier-carrier scattering
rate and the concentration of the excited carrier.e.t.c. To reveal the physics underpinning (∆t) values, a detailed theoretical model is required to describe the
time resolved data as well as the related dynamical processes [165].
In this study, various spectroscopic geometries such as reflection and transmission based on the time resolved pump-probe technique are applied to realise the
ultrafast dynamic processes of micro and nano structured silicon membranes. It
has been shown that the pump-probe reflection is highly sensitive to absorption
changes as well as the changes of the refractive index while pump-probe transmission has been usually employed to realise the time resolved absorption [164]. Once
the complex dielectric function  = r − i.i of the excited medium is obtained,
the dynamic processes of the excited carriers and the related steps following the
excitation can be revealed.

3.5.0.1

Simulation Procedures and Example

The dielectric function illustrated in the equation 3.83 encompasses two important
contributions. The first one back is the dielectric constant without any sample
perturbation (without excitation) including lattice vibration as well as interband
transition, while the second term f cr is the contribution of photo excited free
carriers to the dielectric constant. The dielectric function of the unexcited nano or
micro porous siliconb can be revealed by simulating the reflection and transmission
spectra of the unexcited sample.
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Figure 3.15: Flowchart describing the data fitting procedure for the pump probe approach. Both the background dielectric constant and the free carrier
response to the dielectric constant are included in the optical model of the
excited semiconductor. Combining the transfer matrix method with the optical
model provides the possibility of calculating the reflection R and transmission
T in the steady state. The reflectance ∆R/R0 and the transmittance ∆T /T0
changes can be also calculated and fitted to the experimental data by changing
the fitting parameters (ωp , Γ) and minimising the fitting errors

.

This can be achieved by taking into account the structure of the sample in the
selected model, e.g. the porosity and the shape of the pores. By combining the
chosen optical model (discussed in the previous section) with the transfer matrix
model the dielectric constant at the steady state can be extracted from the best fit
of the experimental data. The best fit can be realised through changing the fitting
parameters, in this case is the dielectric constant.The fitting procedure is shown
in the flowchart figure above. The figure shows the fitting procedure applied to
both the excited and unexcited sample with minor adjustment. For the excited
sample some fitting modification is required since the contribution of the photo
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excited free carriers needs to be incorporated. Thus, the overall dielectric constant
includes the background dielectric function of the sample and the contribution
of the free carrier response and can be defined as  = back + ∆f cr (ωp , Γ). The
background dielectric constant can be extracted by simply fitting the experimental
data. The contribution of the pump excited electrons to the dielectric constant of
the excited sample can be determined by incorporating Drude model with dielectric
function of the excited sample as is shown in the equation 3.84. The best fitting
of the experimental data can be obtained by iteratively changing the values of the
plasma frequency ωp as well as the damping rate Γ. Taking into account the angle
of incidence as well as the sample structure together with transfer matrix method,
the reflectance and transmittance can be calculated.
The time resolved reflectance and transmittance of the sample under investigation
is defined as ∆R/R0 = (R(t) − R(0))/R(0) and ∆T /T0 = (T (t) − T (0))/T (0)
where R(0) and T (0) represent the reflection and transmission of sample without excitation. There are two ways to obtain R(0) and T (0), the first way is
through using the transfer matrix method and the second approach is through direct measurement using simple spectroscopic methods such as FTIR or the pump
probe setup without excitation. The R(t) and T (t) represent the reflection and
transmission of the excited sample and can be detected by changing the time delay between the pump and probe using rotoreflector mirrors mounted on a one
dimensional transitional stage. Incorporating the free carrier response f cr together with the background dielectric constant back into the effective dielectric
constants provides the capability of calculating the the reflection R(t) and transmission T (t) at each time delay after the excitation. As a result, the corresponding
reflectance ∆R/R0 and transmittance ∆T /T0 can be also calculated. The calculated reflectance and transmittance changes can be then fitted to the experimental
measurements through iterative change of the Drude parameters to minimise the
fitting error. By obtaining the best fit, the values of the effective dielectric function, plasma frequency and the damping rate can be retrieved. This procedure
provides the possibility of extracting the both components of the Drude model as
well as the effective dielectric function as a function of the time delay between the
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pump and probe. In the case of a poor fit, some modification on the optical model
is required before repeating the same fitting process including iterative change of
the Drude parameters to minimise the fitting errors, this case is illustrated in the
judgement section of the flowchart.

3.5.1

Example

In order to evaluate the constructed optical model, the fitting procedure shown in
the the previous section was followed.

Figure 3.16: The reflectance (upper panel)and transmittance (lower
panel)changes of 26µm-thick microporous silicon (mpSi) as function of pump
power at 4µm probe wavelength. The black squared points represents the experimental data while the solid red line represents the the fitting obtained from
Maxwell−Garnett model together with transfer matrix method.

Here, the optical model based on the Maxwell−Garnett effective medium approximation, modified to include a Drude like contribution, was used. The Drude
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parameters including the pump induced carrier concentration N as well as the
scattering rate Γ are used as fitting parameters. By combining the transfer matrix
method illustrated previously, the reflectance and transmittance changes can be
fitted. The process is based on minimising the difference between the experimental
data and the model. This can be achieved by iteratively changing Drude parameters and obtain best fitting. Figure 3.16 shows the reflectance and transmittance
changes for 26µm-thick microporous silicon (mpSi) with pore diameter of 2.5µm
and 40% porousity separated by 4.2µm pitch as a function of pumping power at
4µm probe wavelength. It can be seen From the figure that the model is able
to fit both the reflectance and transmittance changes simultaneously with good
agreement.

Figure 3.17: The photo-generated carrier concentration N (upper panel),as
well as, the scattering rate Γ (lower panel)for 26µm-thick mpSi extracted from
the reflectance and transmittance changes shown in the figure 3.16 as a function
of pumping power at 4µm probe wavelengths.

Figure 3.17 shows the Drude parameters N (upper panel)and Γ (lower panel)
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retrieved form the fitting of the reflectance and transmittance changes shown in
the figure 3.16 as a function of the pump power with a probe wavelength of 4µm.
It can be seen from the figure that both generated carriers N and the scattering
increase with the increasing the excitation fluence. The model also provides the
possibility of evaluating the optical properties of the sample through extracting
the effective dielectric function of the excited sample.
Figure 3.18 shows the real and imaginary parts of the effective dielectric function
as a function of pumping power. It can be seen from the figure that the real part
of the effective dielectric function gradually drops with increasing the excitation
fluence followed by saturation for powers greater than 40mW . The imaginary part
however linearly increases with excitation power. This indicates that the sample
becomes more absorptive with increasing pumping power due to the absorption of
the probe by the photo-generated carriers.

Figure 3.18: The pump induced change in the real (black dotted)and the
imaginary (red dotted) of the effective dielectric function of the 26µm-thick
(mpSi)at 4µm probe wavelength.
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From these results, it can be concluded that the procedure followed to simulate
the experimental data is valid to evaluate and extract the optical properties of the
excited semiconductors. Moreover, the model can be also used with Bruggeman
effective medium approximation depending on the sample structure.

3.6

Summary

The chapter introduced the ultrafast laser system used to investigate the optical
modulation and the carrier dynamics in nano and microporous silicon samples
based on pump-probe technique. In order to build the optical model that can
be used to analyse the reflection and transmission of both samples, the basic
review of the reflection and transmission at normal and arbitrary incident angle
was presented. The transfer matrix method has also been described here in the
manner in which it will be applied to simulate the reflection and transmission
based on the constructed optical model. The structure of the semiconductor is
also taken into consideration through incorporating the effective medium theory
in the optical model. In order to simulate the reflection and transmission without
excitation, the effective medium theory has been combined with transfer matrix
method can be employed. For the excited semiconductor, the contribution of
Drude model should be also incorporated into effective medium approximation.
The fitting procedure using the constructed optical model has also been introduced
which illustrates the steps followed to obtain the ultrafast parameters such as N ,
Γ and the effective dielectric function of the sample. Finally, the optical model
was evaluated through analysing the 26µm-thick mpSi sample with 40% porosity
separated by 4.2µm pitch and retrieving the complex dielectric function as well as
Drude parameters.

Chapter 4
Optical modulation in structured
silicon membranes
In this chapter, we investigate and compare the possibility of using nano and micro
porous silicon (ordered hole arrays) as optically controlled modulators operating at
wavelengths between 3.3µm and 5µm of the Mid Wave infrared (MWIR)spectrum.
The pump- probe technique is used to measure the spectral, fluence and transient
reflection and transmission for different sample thicknesses. The main results
and discussions included in this chapter are also published in two separate papers titled as follows:”All-optical modulation in Mid-Wavelength
Infrared using porous Si membranes.” Scientific Reports 6 (2016)[44]
and ”MWIR optical modulation using structured silicon membranes.”
SPIE Security+ Defence. International Society for Optics and Photonics, 2016 [166]. This chapter also includes text and figures taken from
these papers.

4.1

Introduction

Although some researches have been carried out on optical modulation in semiconductors, the electro-optical modulators covering the range between 3.5 and
81
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6µm of the Mid-Wavelength Infrared (MWIR) are not available commercially despite acute market interest. Such optical modulators are considered a critical
components in thermal imaging devices for military and civilian applications as
well as optical telecommunications technologies. New capabilities such as rapidly
activated sensor protection, time of flight and hyperspectral imaging and ultrafast non uniformity correction can be accomplished and the drawbacks of traditional electro-mechanical modulators can be overcome by realising an effective fast
electro-optical modulator.
Many optical modulation approaches including thermo-optical and electro-optical
[37, 167–169]and their feasibility in the practical world have been suggested previously. Among these approaches, optical modulation arising from the electron-hole
plasma has attracted enormous intrest since it provides sharper spectral modulation depth as well as faster response time [37]. The free electrons in this case are
generated by either applying an electric field (Franz-Keldsh effect), or by exposing
the silicon to an external light source which in turn induces changes in the optical
properties of the silicon. The Franz-Keldsh effect is ignored in the case of silicon
as it is relatively weak in this material [37]. The importance of the optical modulation approach arises from the fact that it avoids signal conversion from electrical
to optical providing less noise with a faster switching speed. Various technological
fields such as dual- band filtering of infrared broad band imaging systems [170–
172], optical communications and network interconnects [173, 174] rely on the
afore-mentioned features to develop effective components in these fields. Despite
the advances that have been achieved so far, the components operating at longer
wavelengths are still out of technological reach as they cover spectral bands of
visible and near infrared (NIR) [175–178].
Optical modulators operating at longer wavelengths have attracted considerable
attention recently due to their potential benefits in different technological fields
such as multi-spectral infrared imaging and free space optical communications.
Moreover, the motivation for focusing on such research rises from the fact that
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these optical components have relatively higher performances in inconvenient atmospheric conditions. Theoretical studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using crystalline silicon as an optical modulator operating at MWIR and the longer
wavelengths, particularly the wavelength range between 1 and 14µm [45]. This
study indicated that the change in the refractive index induced by free carrier excitation enhances when moving towards the longer wavelengths. The optical modulation of a quantum cascade laser with wavelength of 4.72µm used as an optical
source for free space optical communication has also been studied, at which two
IR beams with wavelengths 1.38 and 1.95µm were used to directly modulate the
source[179]. It has been also shown that optical modulation based on the plasma
dispersion effect of crystalline silicon in the wavelength range 2 − 2.5µm is rather
prominent compared to that shown for optical communication wavelengths [180],
which is also theoretically predicted [45]. Recently, a novel silicon-on-lithiumniobate platform demonstrated a modulation frequency for 23kHz at 3.39µm using the Pockels effect [181], while germanium-on-silicon waveguides demonstrate
an optical modulation frequency of 50M Hz for wavelengths spanning 2 − 3.8µm
due to the free carrier absorption [182]. In most previously implemented studies,
optical modulation has been investigated either on a limited spectral band or at a
few discrete wavelengths while optical modulation over the MWIR range remains
unevaluated. In this chapter, we evaluate and compare all-optical modulation in
sub-wavelength structured silicon membranes and their performance in the MWIR
range. Particularly, we assess and compare the possibility of using microporous
silicon (mpSi) and nanoporous silicon (npSi) as optical modulators in the MWIR
wavelengths range. This chapter comprises three sections, the first section provides information about spectral measurements measured using Fourier Transform
Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),while the second section compares the modulation
contrast(the change in transmittance) of optically excited samples at specific pump
power over the MWIR range. The third section presents the transient response of
the sample as a function of the delay time between the pump and probe signals.
This is very important, as it enables us to estimate the switching speed of the
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sample under investigation. We also focus on the transient reflectance of microporous silicon (mpSi) and its distinct behaviour over various pump excitation. We
show that both samples are worthy of study since they demonstrate promising
qualities which can be exploited in the development of electro-optical modulators
and circuits. However, the response of the samples under optical excitation are
dissimilar in terms of spectra, contrast and the transient feedback. For instance,
the optical modulation of the microporous silicon (mpSi) is efficient at shorter
wavelengths while the the transient response of nanoporous silicon is almost three
orders of magnitude faster compared to that of microporous silicon (mpSi). Furthermore, the difference in the optical properties of these samples might be useful
in the design and development of future optical devices as it can be changed by
controlling the porosity of the samples.

4.2

Spectral Characterisation

This section presents transmission (without pump excitation) spectra for nano
porous silicon membrane with thicknesses of 13µm, 27µm and 111µm as well as
the transmission of micro porous silicon (ordered hole arrays) with thicknesses
of 16µm and 50µm. The spectra in Figure 4.1 are measured using a Bruker
FTIR Hyperion spectroscope with unpolarized light. Figure 4.1(a) shows the
transmittance, T0 , in the range between 2 and 10µm measured with(FTIR)for
111µm thick nanoporous silicon membrane npSi with 71% porosity. It is apparent
that the transmittance in this materials strongly dependant on wavelength. In
this work our main concern lies in the MWIR range, especially 3.5 to 4.4µm,
marked as a shaded area in Figure 4.1, Here, there is a high transmission window
of about 84%, centred around 4.0µm. Both sides of this window are framed by
peaks of strong absorption at 3.0, 4.4 and 4.7µm. This unique spectral feature of
great optical contrast in transmittance creates an optical window transparent for
MWIR, while nearby shorter and longer wavelength are blocked due to absorbance.
We note that other samples of diferent thickness and porosity were also tested.
However, the 111µm thick npSi membranes with 71% porosity showed nearly
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optimal spectral features−high contrast ratio between the transmission around
4.0µm and strong absorption due to surface adsorbates. It is well-known that
the transmittance decreases, on either side of the transparent window can be
attributed to the absorption of impurities associated with the molecular vibration
modes of Si-OH, Si-H, and O-Si-H [81, 84, 183, 184] found on the surface.

Figure 4.1: The transmittance T0 for (a) 111µm thick nanoporous membrane(b) 27µm thick nanoporous membrane (c)13µm nanoporous membrane
measured using FTIR spectroscopy and the dashed area indicates the MWIR
wavelength range between (3 − 5µm). The porosity of the samples used here
ranging from 64 − 71%.

While in the bulk material these transitions are usually not observed because of
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Vibrational mode
O1 SiH3
O2 SiH2
O3 SiH1
SiH
SiH2
SiH3
Si − OH
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Absorption peak position in µm (cm−1 )
4.63µm(2160cm−1 )
4.52µm(2210cm−1 )
4.41µm(2270cm1 )
4.79µm(2087cm1 )
4.74µm(2108cm1 )
4.67µm(2142cm1 )
3µm(3330cm1 )

Table 4.1: Assigned absorption peaks over the wavelength range from 3µm to
5µm of the MWIR [81, 84, 183, 184].

their low optical density; in npSi they are strong and stable due to its high surfaceto-volume ratio. The absorption wavenumbers from the FTIR results around the
transparent window are detailed in Table 1. It can be seen from the Table 4.1 that
arrangement of the absorption peak positions in the 111µm-thick npSi sample
makes it the preferable candidate in the development and design of passive band
for MWIR filters.
Figure 4.1(b,c) shows the ground state transmission of 27µm and 13µm thick
nanoporous silicon membranes. Both thicknesses show fairly similar interference
fringes arising due to the multiple light reflections within the samples. It can
be also seen that both samples exhibit two absorption peaks at 3µm and 9µm
corresponding to the molecular vibration of the Si − OH at 3µm(3330cm1 ) and
of Si − O − Si at 9µm (1111.11cm1 ) stretching modes respectively [81, 84, 183,
184]. Both samples show relatively strong and stable absorption peaks due their
high surface area to volume ratio. The thinner samples showed Fabry−Perot
interference fringes which can be attributed to the reflections of the probe beam
between the front and rear interfaces of the sample, while no fringes observed for
the thicker sample.
Following the same procedure above, the ground state transmittance, T0 of two
micro porous silicon samples (mpSi) with thicknesses 16µm and 50µm were measured as shown in Figure 4.2. It can be seen that both samples show interference
fringes similar to those in 13µm and 27µm npSi-thick samples which attributed
to the multiple reflection of light inside the samples. Dissimilar to the npSi samples, the absorption arising from molecular vibrations are either absent or too
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weak to measure in the mpSi samples. However, both samples show monotonic
transmission increase in the wavelength range from 2µm and 5µm which is in
turn attributed to the diminishing contribution of Rayleigh scattering at longer
wavelengths [43].

Figure 4.2: Background transmittance T0 for (a) a 16µm thick mpSi membrane(b) a 50µm thick mpSi membrane measured using FTIR spectroscopy.
The porosity of both samples is 40%.

In contrast, no transmission increase is seen in npSi samples since the pores are
much smaller than the wavelengths used here. Both npSi and mpSi samples show
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their highest transmittance windows centered around 4µm. This observation indicates that porosity can be exploited in the design of optical components spectral
responses. For example, mpSi attenuates the shorter wave lengths and passes
the longer which makes it a potential candidate for long pass filters and optically
controlled attenuators [185].
The transparent window of these samples can be modulated based on the generation of the free carriers using an external light source. Here, we discuss the results
of these experiments.

Figure 4.3: The transmittance contrast for the 13µm thick npSi (black
squares) and for the 16µm-thick mpSi (red circles) as a function of the probe
wavelength at the fixed pump power of 50 mW.

To determine the modulation efficiency, the transmittance over the spectral range
between 3.4 and 5µm was recorded at the fixed pump power of 50mW and zero
delay between the pump and probe, as shown in the Figure 4.3. These results
are presented as a modulation contrast, ∆T /T0 , where ∆T is the absolute transmittance change given by ∆T = Tp − To , where Tp denotes the transient transmittance at a specific pump power and a fixed delay time. The mpSi samples
show stronger modulation at shorter wavelengths, but at wavelengths longer than
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4.4µm the response of mpSi and npSi converges with reduction in transmission
of almost 60%. The enhancement of modulation at longer wavelengths is a well
known phenomenon related to the quadratic dependence of free carrier absorption at wavelengths longer than 5µm [186, 187]. The stronger modulation of the
transmission efficiency of mpSi silicon at shorter wavelengths can be attributed
to the fact that these samples have lower porosity and, therefore, higher optical
density. It has been also shown that the enhancement of the modulation at shorter
wavelengths could be due to strong absorption of some vibrational modes such as
silicon dioxide (SiO2 )around 3.5µm [188].

Figure 4.4: Tp is the transmittance of the 111µm thick sample under excitation
by the 50mW pump as a function of wavelength, measured by the tunable probe
beam. The dashed and solid lines are a guide to the eye. T0 is the transmittance
of the probe beam without the pump.

The transmittance spectrum of npSi with thicknes of 111µm induced by the pump
is also measured, as it determines the efficiency of modulation as a function of
wavelength. Figure 4.4 shows the spectral dependence of the transmittance at a
pump power of 50mW , covering the wavelength range from 3.5 to 4.4µm, where
the transmission fractional change of 50% was observed. Surprisingly, a nearly flat
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response of Tp as a function of the wavelength resembles the free carrier absorption
spectrum in this wavelength range in doped bulk Si. It is well known that a
sharp increase of the absorbance, with nearly quadratic dependence, occurs at the
wavelengths longer than 5µm. The sharp absorption mentioned above is preceded
by an almost wavelength independant region [186].

Figure 4.5: (a) Transmittance change, ∆T /T0 , for the 4µm probe measured
on the 13 and 111µm thick nanoporous silicon npSi membranes as a function
of the pump beam power. (b) The reflectance change, ∆R/R0 , as a function of
the pump beam power at 4µm probe for the 111µm thick sample.
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Power Dependence

In this section, we present the fluence dependent reflection and transmission as
well as the optical properties of the npSi and mpSi samples. We also present
some significant optical parameters related to the afore mentioned samples that
were obtained using the optical model. Figure.4.5(a) shows the fractional transmittance change (modulation contrast), ∆T /T0 (∆T represents absolute change of
the transmittance given by Tp − T0 , where Tp is the transient transmittance after
the pump excitation), for the 13 and 111µm -thick npSi membranes as a function
of the pump power in the range between 2 and 60mW , at a probing wavelength
of 4µm , corresponding to the centre of the transparency window, and the 800nm
pump. These two thicknesses were chosen to compare the modulation contrast between relatively thin and thick samples. The measurements are obtained just after
the zero delay between the pump and probe beams. The change in transmittance
shows 1.3% at 2mW and monotonically increases up to nearly 60% at 60mW ,
corresponding to the range from 0.16 to 4.8mJ/cm2 . Although it was not experimentally tested, the observed trend suggests that even higher modulation could
be achieved at higher pumping powers. It is noteworthy that the transmittance
change is independent of sample thickness. This observation implies that the active
region responsible for the transmittance change induced by the optical excitation
occurs at or near the surface region. Indeed, it is known from the previous studies
of pSi optical properties that the 800nm pump beam intensity decays by a factor
of 1/e within the distance of ∼ 4.6µm from the surface, which is thinner than
both samples [101]. On the other hand, Figure.4.5(b) shows the fractional change
of the reflectance, ∆R/R0 , recorded simultaneously with ∆T /T0 and measured for
the thicker membrane. Here we observed an initial strong decrease followed by
saturation. This combination of negative changes for both reflectance and transmittance implies that the optically excited membrane became strongly absorptive.
The most likely mechanism of 4µm probe signal absorption is interaction with the
charge carriers excited by the pump. To examine this suggestion, we derived the
experimental optical density, αprobe d, (where αprobe is the absorption coefficient of
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the 4µm probe and d is the sample thickness), using data shown in Figure.4.5(a,b)
and separately measured values of the transmittance, T0 , and the reflectance, R0 .
The pump -probe reflectance and transmittance are measured using the experimental setup explained in the chapter 3. Here, we give details about the modelling
procedures followed to obtain the change in the real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric constant. The dielectric function given below by Equation.4.1 is based
on the Maxwell-Garnett effective medium approximation modified to include the
Drude − optical response of the pump excited charge carriers [187].

(ω, Neh ) = Si + 2pSi

2
ωpef
1 − Si
f
− 2
,
2
1 + Si − p(1 − Si ) ω − ω0ef
f − iωΓ

(4.1)

where

ωpef f =

p

1−p

2Si
ωp ,
Si (1 + (1 − p)) + (1 − (1 − p))

(4.2)

and

2
ω0ef
f =

1+p
,
Si (1 + p) + (1 − p)

ωp2 =

Neh e
m∗ 0

(4.3)

(4.4)

where Si is the dielectric function of the bulk Si at the ground state, p is the
membrane porosity, Γ is the carrier damping rate, ω is the frequency of the probe
radiation, ω0ef f and ω0pef f are the effective resonant and plasma frequencies, respectively, ωp is the plasma frequency of the free space, Neh is the concentration of
the free-carriers on the surface, 0 is vacuum permittivity, e is electron charge, and
m∗ is the optical effective mass of 0.17. Neh is assumed to decay along the membrane depth coordinate, z, as exp(−αpump z), where αpump is absorption coefficient
of the 800nm pump given in the literature [101].
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The dielectric function in Equation.4.1 and the frequencies in Equations.4.2 and
4.3 were obtained by following the derivation of equations given by Sihvola [141]
which describes the case of isolated metallic particles in a non-conducting medium.
Here we investigate an inverse case of non-conductive cavities embedded in a conductive medium. The validity of the obtained expressions was checked at the limits
of p = 0 and p = 1 corresponding to the cases for bulk silicon and air, respectively.
The Drude term of in Equation.4.1 includes the damping rate Γ = 3 × 1014 s1
which is assumed to be constant as a function of the carrier concentration and the
coordinate z. using a linear approximation, the concentration on the surface, at
λpump
z = 0, was calculated according to Neh = αpump (1−R0 )F
, where F and λ are
}c

the pump fluence and the wavelength respectively. The second order process in
npSi has a two-photon absorption coefficient of less than 1cm/GW . Thus, it can
be neglected because over the range of investigated intensities the pump generates
through this process almost an order of magnitude lower carrier concentration than
in the linear one [189]. However, for the higher pump intensities it needs to be
included. With the set of the aforementioned parameters we used Equation.4.1 to
calculate the dielectric function and to work out the imaginary part of the refractive index, k, and the absorption coefficient, αprobe , given below by Equations.4.5
and 4.6 respectively.

1
k=√
2

qp

(<())2 + (=())2 − <()

(4.5)

and

αprobe =

4πk
,
λprobe

(4.6)

The obtained results were iteratively ftted to the experimental data of the optical
density gained from the measurements of the reflectance, R, and transmittance,
T , using the following relation:
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(1 − R)2 exp(−αprobe d∗ )
1 − R2 exp(−2αprobe d∗ )
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(4.7)

where d∗ = d/cosθi , with θi representing the angle of incidence of the probe beam.
T and R were determined from the measurements of T0 = 0.80 and R0 = 0.13,
and with ∆R/R0 and ∆T /T0 obtained in the pump probe measurements.

Figure 4.6: (a) The experimentally determined (black squares) and calculated
(solid line) optical density, αprobe d, of the 4µm probe as a function of the pump
power. (b) The real and imaginary parts, ∆1 and ∆2 , respectively, of the
dielectric function changes as a function of the pump power. The corresponding
excited carrier concentration, Neh , is also displayed on the upper x-axis on the
top panel.
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The experimentally estimated optical density (dotted data) is shown in Fig. 6(a).
To get more insight into the physics underlying the observed modulation and to
retrieve quantitative information about the excited charge carriers, we modelled
the optical response of the 111µm thick npSi membrane, namely its real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function, using the Maxwell-Garnett model, modifed
to include optical response of the excited charge carrier described by the Drude
theory as illustrated in the above equations. The estimated changes in the dielectric function are presented in Figure.4.6(b) as a function of the pump power. It
has been shown previously [101] that the Drude theory provides a good approximation and can be used to estimate the excited charge carrier concentration, Neh ,
and the damping rate, Γ. We note that the estimate of phenomenological Γ does
not directly reveal the nature of the charge carrier scattering process and we have
left this out of the arguments in this work. Our purpose here is to provide an
acceptable estimate of the carrier concentration, Neh , and the damping rate, Γ.
Under assumption that the number of the excited free carriers linearly depend
on the pumping power, the excited carrier concentration, was calculated using the
fluence, F , corresponding to the each pump power at 4µm probe beam wavelength
(see Methods illustrated in the previous sections), and is also displayed on the upper x-axis on the top panel. Figure.4.6(a) shows that calculations assuming the
linear dependence on pumping power, and keeping the damping rate, Γ, constant
at the value of 3 × 1014 s1 , provide a reasonable agreement with the experimentally
determined optical density.
The calculated free-carrier density on the samples surface spans between 6 × 1016
and 1.8 × 1018 cm3 for the average pulse power range covering values from 2 to
60mW . This procedure confirms that, immediately after the excitation, the change
of optical response in band around 4µm can be explained by the contribution from
the excited free charge carriers.
Using the same experimental setup, the transmittance (upper panel)and reflectance
(lower panel)changes of the 27µm- thick npSi as a function of the excitation power
ranging from 2 − 50mW are also measured and compared with 13µm-thick npSi
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membranes at probe wavelength of 4µm , and the related experimental data are
shown in the Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: The transmittance change of 13µm-thick (black squares) and
27µm-thick (red circles)npSi membranes as function of excitation power ranging
from 2 − 50mW at probe wavelength of 4µm corresponding to the center of the
transparent window shown in the F T IR section.
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It can be seen from the figure that the transmittance change for all npSi thicknesses
shown in the Figures.4.5 and 4.7 are almost comparable with each others. Both
samples in this figure showed low modulation depth at powers less than 5mW
with monotonic increase up to 50% at 50mW pump power. Similar to what we
observed in the Figure.4.5, the observed transmittance responses are thickness
independent parameter, which implies that the absorption of the probe signal
4µm occurs at excited region near the sample surface. This can be also explained
via the penetration depth of our pump pulse 800nm which is around 4.6µm where
the pump intensity decays by 1/e. The transmittance change of 13µm is plotted
in the figure above for the sake of change comparison between both thicknesses.
The lower panel of the figure 4.7 shows the reflectance change of both 13µm and
27µm npSi as a function of pump power ranging from 2 to 50mW corresponding
to fluence range from 0.16 to 4.01mJ/cm2 . It has been shown that the reflectance
change ∆R/R0 is proportional to the total number of the carriers near the excited
region of the surface, which in this case corresponds to the penetration depth of the
pump beam of 4.6µm expressed as = λ/4π|n|, where n is the complex refractive
index of the sample. Thus, monitoring the reflectance change provides a good
insight regrading the evolution of the carriers near the sample surface [80, 190]. It
can be clearly seen from the figure that the reflectance change for both samples
are different from each other where the 27µm membrane showed bigger change
comparing to the thin sample. The thinner sample showed strong drop from
2% at 2mW to around 8% at excitation power of 20mW followed by saturation
and relatively small drop at pump powers exceeding 40mW . On the other hand,
the 27µm- thick membrane showed 8% reflectance change at 2mW power while
at higher pump powers of 20mW the reflectance changes reaches 40% followed
by saturation in the pump power range from 20 to 40mW and relative drop at
powers greater than 40mW . The significant difference between the reflectance
change for both thicknesses compared to that shown with transmittance change
indicates that the excited region near the surface of the sample is responsible for
induced change in both thicknesses.
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For the purpose of comparison between the npSi and mpSi, the capability of controlling the transmittance change (contrast depth) for mpSi at different pump
excitations is also assessed. Figure.4.8. shows transmittance changes for 16µmthick mpSi membrane as function of pump power ranging from 2 to 70mW corresponding to fluence range from 0.16 to 5.6mJ/cm2 at 4µm and 5µm probe
wavelengths respectively. It can be seen from the figure that the transmittance
change at 4µm probe wavelength gradually decreases with increasing the excitation power reaching modulation depth of about 30% at 40mW excitation power,
while at 5µm probe wavelength the mpSi sample shows almost linear drop at
pump powers less than 40mW corresponding to modulation depth of about 70%
followed by saturation at higher pump powers.

Figure 4.8: The modulation contrast (transmittance change) for 16µm microporous silicon (mpSi) sample as a function pump excitation at 4µm and 5µm
probe wavelengths respectively.

Likewise, the modulation contrast of the 50µm-thick mpSi is also evaluated as a
function of optical excitation and different probe wavelengths as it shown in the
Figure.4.9. It can be clearly seen that the modulation contrast enhances at longer
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probe wavelength where at 5µm the greater transmittance change is observed.
Similar to the thinner mpSi sample, the transmittance change also saturates at
higher pump powers. In general, both 16µm and 50µm mpSi samples have shown
the same trends where the transmittance change drops at lower pump powers and
flatten or saturates at higher excitations. The deeper modulation depth observed
at longer probe wavelengths for both thicknesses can be attributed to the well
known fact related to the nearly quadratic dependence of free carrier absorption
at probe wavelengths longer than 5µm [186, 187].

Figure 4.9: The reflectance change for 50µm microporous silicon (mpSi) sample as a function pump excitation at 4µm and 5µm probe wavelengths respectively.

Following the same procedures, the reflectance change of the 16µm- thick mpSi
sample is also measured as it can be seen from the Figure.4.10. The measurements are obtained simultaneously with the transmittance change shown in the
Figure.4.8 and the data recorded over the same range of the excitation powers
and at the same probe wavelengths. It can be seen from the figure that the 16µm
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sample shows bipolar reflectivity modulation which can be attributed to the transient dynamic of the electron-hole plasma and its related interband and intraband
contributions to the dielectric function. The reflectance change gradually drops at
lower excitation power and shows a dip around 25mW excitation power followed
by gradual reflectance increase towards the reverse reflectance polarity. In general,
The 16µm mpSi sample shows deeper modulation at probe wavelength of 5µm
compared to that shown for 4µm probe wavelength. In particular, the reflectivity
dip observed for both wavelengths can be attributed to the optically driven semiconductor to conductor (metal like) transition at which the bulk electron -hole
plasma frequency passes over the frequency of the probing MWIR signal. The
subsequent reflectance increase following the dip can be attributed to intraband
electronic transition for highly ionized materials.

Figure 4.10: The reflectance change for 16µm microporous silicon (mpSi)
sample as a function pump excitation at 4µm and 5µm probe wavelengths respectively.

In the case of silicon and other materials [63, 76, 162, 191–194], many previous
studies related the same reflectivity trend to the isotropic renormalisation of their
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direct band gap driven by strong prompt electron-hole plasma, leading to strong
enhancement of the interband transition.

4.4

Modulation Speed

In order to evaluate and compare the modulation speed the rise and decay times
for each structure (npSi and mpSi) needs to be examined. Figure 4.11. shows
the transmittance change for 111µm- thick nano-porous silicon structures as a
function of time delay between the pump and probe at the fixed 4.0µm probe
wavelength and 50mW pump power. It can be seen that the rise time is as fast as
the sub-picosecond resolution of the measurements. Such a fast response provides
additional support to our suggestion that the optical response is governed by the
free carriers excitation.

Figure 4.11: Time-resolved transmission change, ∆T /To , at the probe beam
wavelength of 4µm and the pump power of 50mW .
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On the other hand, the decay time at which the intensity of the transmission
change drops by a factor of 1/e was 66ps. Thus, npSi has the potential to operate
at 15GHz modulation speed in spectrum filtering devices. Although the exact
mechanism of the carrier concentration decay remains debatable, we compare our
result to those ultrafast measurements published previously. It should mentioned
here that the carrier dynamics and the related recombination dynmics will be
introduced in the next chapter. Our findings are rather similar to the works which
estimated a fast component of 100ps attributed to the bimolecular recombination
[195, 196]. Yet, an additional slow microsecond long component observed there
and attributed to the radiative recombination involving surface states is absent in
our work, because its excitation requires a pump with the wavelength shorter than
800 nm.

Figure 4.12: Transmittance change, ∆T /To , as a function of delay time between the pump and probe for 13µm-thick npSi (red solid line) and 16µm-thick
mpSi (black dash dotted) at the fixed probe wavelength wavelength of 4µm and
the pump pulse excitation power of 50mW .
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On the other hand, the fast decay of 1ps shown elsewhere [8, 197] was not present
in any of our measurement. In cited works the fast component was attributed to
the carrier trapping by dangling bond states. In our work the dangling bonds are
not likely to have such important impact as the samples are passivated by oxides
and hydroxides molecules. Most of the data in this section are transmittance
related measurements as a function of time delay between the pump and probe
signal at fixed pump power as it is significantly important in optical modulators
investigation.
In order to evaluate and compare the modulation speed, the rise and decay times
for each structure (npSi and mpSi) need to be examined. The comparison is
made here between the above mentioned samples as they are close to each other
in terms of sample thickness. Figure. 4.12. shows the transmittance change for
micro- and nano-porous silicon structures as a function of time delay between the
pump and probe at the fixed 4µm probe wavelength and 50mW pump power. It
is apparent that the rise time for both types of structures is nearly immediate
from the time of application of the pump pulse, which supports our assumption
that the main optical response is dominated by free carriers excitation. The decay
time, determined by the transmission intensity drop by a factor of 1/e, is as short
as a few tens of picoseconds for npSi allowing to use it for modulators with GHz
modulation frequency. On the other hand, mpSi shows a much slower rate of
recovery which can be as slow as tens of nanoseconds. While the observed decay
for mpSi is quite typical, strongly resembling the bulk, the process in npSi is much
faster than one would expect for a silicon derivative material. Yet, it is known that
in silicon crystals approaching nanometric dimensions, the recombination process
of the free carriers at concentration higher than 1018 cm3 is governed by Auger
recombination which can be as fast as just a few picoseconds. In porous silicon
samples the surface-to-volume ratio is rather large and the vast amount of surface
states may participate in the recombination via impurity assisted Auger process
[198].
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Summary

The performance of nanopororous and microporous silicon membrane samples for
use as an active component for electro-optical light modulators in MWIR range
is compared and evaluated. The measurements revealed that the spectral features of the membranes depend on the porosity, pores and skeleton dimensions.
We demonstrated that microporous silicon with submicron size of the pores affects light transmission at the shorter wavelengths because of scattering, while
nanoporous silicon shows distinctive absorption bands corresponding to impurities at surface of the pores. The pump-probe time-resolved experiments demonstrated that the response of npSi fast enough to allow its use in fast modulators
operating in GHz range. Nevertheless, both forms of device are almost 90% transparent in the ground state, but can block 60% of incident light in the infrared
when optically pumped at fluences of less than 5mJ/cm2. In addition, we observe
the phenomenon of the electron-hole plasma resonance at which the sample of
mpSi becomes optically similar to a metal. At the resonance the sample became
more reflective as its dielectric function becomes negative. We envisage that the
plasma resonance can be used in the design of all optical modulators made of
semiconducting materials.

Chapter 5
Transient Optical properties of
the Structured Silicon
Membranes

5.1

Introduction

The decay dynamics of the photo-excited electrons in semiconductors have been of
a great interest for an improvement in optoelectronic performance of photovoltaic
and photo-emission devices. For photovoltaic devices, the photo-excited electrons
should be extracted into the electrode before recombination, so slow decay is essential for high efficiency [199–201], whereas conversely, fast relaxation into the
conduction band minimum is important for photoemission devices to achieve a
narrow emission band [202, 203]. In general, the relaxation procees in semiconductors encompasses various overlapped temporal stages ranging from fraction
of picosecond to around millisecond for indirect semiconductors such as silicon.
These relaxation process can be revealed based on recent femtosecond laser technology which provides a deep understanding of the carrier generation and related
relaxation process of the excited semiconductor [53]. The quantum confinement
effects in a nanoscale regime induce different electron decay mechanisms from the
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bulk counterpart, e.g., phonon bottleneck effect [204–206]. The reduction of the
semiconductor dimensions also causes the increase not only in the band gap but
also in the surface-to-volume ratio, which can induce the surface-trap states within
the band gap acting as another decay channel.
Therefore, it is required to understand these decay mechanisms to realize the high
performance of optoelectronic devices. Since the observation of visible photoluminescence (PL) in porous silicon [89], it has been considered as a material for
optoelectronics even though the indirect band gap of bulk Si causes inefficient
emission and absorption of photons. It is known that porous Si contains oxygenrelated passivation on a large surface area, which affects the electronic structure
and the decay mechanism of the photo-excited electron [81, 207, 208]. So, the
control capability of the decay mechanism in porous Si is essential to achieve high
performance of Si-based optoelectronics. In fact, the origin of the visible photoluminescence still remains debatable due to the lack in the information about carrier
relaxation at early stages following the excitation.
In this chapter, we present the experimentally obtained data for both microporous (mpSi) and nanoporous (npSi) silicon respectively. The transient optical
reflectance and transmittance changes of the 16µm-thick mpSi as a function of
the time delay between the pump and probe signals at different excitation levels are presented at 4µm probe wavelengths. Following this, we introduce some
calculation regarding the recombination process of the 16µm-thick mpSi at different excitations. On the other hand, same optical setup is used to measure
the reflectance and transmittance changes of the npSi sample with thickness of
111µm as a function of the pump power and different probe wavelengths. The
recombination time based fitting is applied to extract the recombination times of
the different processes following the excitation of npSi sample which provides an
insight about the carrier recombination dynamics.
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5.2

Transient optical properties of the Microporous Silicon (mpSi)

In order to evaluate the carrier dynamics of the 16µm-thick mpSi and how the
generated carriers evolve in time, we used the optical pump-mid IR probe technique
to monitor the reflectance and transmittance changes as a function of the time
delay between the pump and probe signals at 4µm probe wavelength and different
excitation levels. The data obtained provide information about the possibility of
controlling the transmittance contrast of mpSi which is significantly important in
the fabrication and design of the optically modulated devices.

Figure 5.1: The transient transmittance change for 16µm- thick microporous
silicon membrane mpSi as a function of delay time between pump and probe
signals at different pump levels and 4µm probe wavelength.

Figure.5.1 shows the transmittance change for mpSi membrane as a function of
the delay time between the pump and probe signals and pump power in the range
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between 10 and 60mW (corresponding to the fluence range of 0.8−4.8mJ/cm2 ). It
can be clearly seen that the transmittance contrast is a power dependant parameter
that increases with excitation fluence. It can be seen from the figure that the
transmittance contrast increases with pump fluence which indicates the possibility
of changing modulation depth by controlling the pump fluence. It can be also
seen that there is a weak dependence of the recovery time on the pump fluence.
The recombination is slower at lower excitation levels while it gets faster at the
higher pump fluencies. This observation indicates that the Auger process is present
in mpSi as well, but it is much weaker and less significant to achieve the fast
recombination times observed in npSi and discussed in chapter 4.

Figure 5.2: The transient reflectance change for 16µm- thick microporous
silicon membrane mpSi as a function of delay time between pump and probe
signals at different pump levels and 4µm probe wavelength.

Similarly, the reflectance change of the same sample thickness is also measured as
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a function of the delay time between the pump and probe signal covering the same
pump fluences at 4µm probe wavelength as it shown in the Figure.5.2. Although
the transmittance decay is rather monotonic and is roughly proportional to the
carrier concentration decay, the reflectance response is more complex. It can
be seen from the figure that at the lower pump powers, the reflectance drops
and slowly recovers back. As the intensity increases the drop intensifies, but at
higher pump levels, above 50mW , the reflectance initial increases followed by the
drop. This peculiar pattern indicates that the carrier concentration is sufficient to
achieve the electron-hole plasma resonance condition. Here, the presence of the
charge carriers excited by the pump modify the dielectric function of the silicon
skeleton to such an extent that it becomes negative and its absolute value is similar
to that of the holes, i.e air.[187].

5.3

Recombination dynamics of the Micro-porous
Silicon (mpSi)

In order to understand the dynamic of the photo generated carriers and related
recombination processes in the microporous silicon sample mpSi, the decay rate
based on the initial carrier concentration method is used. As mentioned in the previous section that the carrier recombination is slow at early excitation levels while
gets faster at higher excitations. In order to reveal the underpinning dynamic, the
simple decay rate equation is employed as follows:

−

dNeh (t)
2
3
= aNeh (t) + bNeh
(t) + cNeh
dt

(5.1)

dNeh (t)
dNeh (t) d(∆T /T )
=−
dt
d(∆T /T )
dt

(5.2)

−
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The first linear term on the right hand side of the equation 5.1 represents the
ShockleyReadHall (SRH)which can be attributed to deep energy level recombination or defects[209]. The localized state in this type of recombination process
involves not only energy absorption but also takes the differences in momentum
[209]. This process can be considered as a quite dominant recombination process
in the indirect semiconductors. The bimolecular term (the second term in the
equation)is either band to band or trap assisted Auger ionization[210]. The band
to band recombination could be either radiative or non-radiative type. The radiative recombination is ignored here since there is no luminescence observed, while
in the non-radiative case the electrons in the silicon and silicon derivative materials take much longer time to fully recombine. The third term in the equation
refers to the Auger recombination process where energy released from the electron
hole recombination is given to another electron. Based on the above equation,
both the type of recombination as well as the recombination coefficient can be
obtained. Here, equation 5.2 is employed to calculate the decay rate from the
experimental data. To begin with, the term d(∆T /To )/dt can be extracted from
fitting the transmittance changes shown in the Figure.5.1. The fitting covers few
tens of picoseconds after the zero delay between the pump and probe signals. The
slope of the fitted line represent the second part of the equation 5.2. While the
first part can be extracted from the model which will be introduced in the later
paragraphs. The first step involves obtaining the transient carrier concentration
at different pumping powers. The Maxwell Garnett model together with transfer
matrix method are used to simulate the transmittance change as a function of
the time delay between the pump and probe beams at different pumping powers.
The extracted carrier concentrations as a function of time delay obtained from the
model are presented in the figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The transient carrier concentration for 16µm- thick microporous
silicon membrane mpSi as a function of delay time between pump and probe signals at different pump levels and 4µm probe wavelength. The figure is simulated
using Maxwell Garnett model modified to include Drude like contribution.

The model used to simulate the data (Maxwell Garnett model) is modified to
include the contribution of the free carriers by incorporating Drude model which
is expressed as follows:

=

0ef f

ωp2
− 2
ω + iΓω

(5.3)

Here, ω is the probing frequency, ωp is the plasma frequency and Γ is scattering
rate. The plasma frequency is expressed as follows:

ωp2 =

e2 N 2
0 m∗ me

(5.4)
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Where,N is the carrier concentration, m∗ and me are the effective and electron
masses and e is the electron charge. It can be seen from the equation above that
the change in the plasma frequency ωp and the scattering rate can significantly
influence the effective dielectric function of the sample. This procedure allows the
influence of the excitation to be taken in the consideration through incorporating the plasma frequency and carrier concentration. In our simulation, plasma
frequency is employed as fitting parameters to obtain the corresponding carrier
concentration from the transmittance change.

Figure 5.4: The power dependence carrier concentration extracted from the
Figure.5.3 which corresponds to the maximum transmittance change observed
in the Figure.5.1 in the previous section.

The effective scattering rate was fixed at 100f s which is taken over a time scale
of interest from the ref [211]. Figure.5.3 shows the transient carrier concentration
for 16µm- thick microporous silicon membrane mpSi as a function of delay time
between pump and probe signals at different pump levels and 4µm probe wavelength. It can be seen from the figure that the population of generated carriers
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almost linearly increases with increasing the excitation fluence. It can be also seen
that the carrier recombination time is fluence independent parameter.
Figure.5.4 shows the fluence dependence carrier concentrations extracted from
the Figure.5.3 which corresponds to the maximum transmittance change observed
in the Figure.5.1. It can be seen from the figure that the carrier concentration is
almost in linear relation with pump fluence. The carrier concentration is plotted in
such way for the purpose of extracting the first term of the equation 5.1. Moreover,
the same carrier concentration is used to extract the second term of the middle
part of the same equation. The procedure related to the both parts of the equation
5.2 is explained in details in following paragraphs.

Figure 5.5: The initial carrier concentration as a function of maximum transmittance change. The resulted slope of the plot represents the first term in the
middle part of the equation 5.1.

In order to obtain the first term of the equation 5.2, the initial carrier concentration
is plotted against the maximum transmittance change as it is shown the Figure.5.5.
It can be seen from the figure that the carrier concentrations linearly increase with
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increasing the transmittance change indicating the proportional relation between
the transmittance change and generated carriers. The slope of the resulted plot
represents the first term of the equation 5.2.
The second term of the equation 5.2 can be extracted from the time resolved
measurements shown in the Figure.5.1. As it mentioned previously, this can be
done by taking the slop of the transmittance change around the zero delay for a
few tens of time delays between the pump and probe signals.

Figure 5.6: The recombination rate as a function of initial carrier concentration. The black circles represent the data calculated from the experimental
measurements while the red line refers to the linear fit to determine the recombination coefficient.

Figure.5.6. shows the recombination rate as a function of initial carrier concentration. The black circles represent the data calculated from the experimental
measurements while the red line refers to the linear fit to determine the recombination coefficient. It can be seen from the figure that the recombination rate exhibits
linear relation with the initial carrier concentration. This indicates that the generated carriers by the pump in the 16µm thick mpSi sample follow ShockleyReadHall
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(SRH) type recombination. This type of of recombination is mainly attributed to
the recombination via deep energy levels which is in fact dominant recombination
process in silicon and other indirect bandgap semiconductor materials as it absorbs
the difference in the carriers momentum [209]. The linear relation also indicates
that the one order rate equation is sufficient to describe the recombination process
in the sample. The (SRH) recombination coeffecient of the sample was found to
be 1.65 × 109 s−1 corressponding to the carrier life time of about 606ps. The life
time obtained here is relatevily longer that obtained in other published works[212].
In our previous publication [198], the SRH coefficient, for nanocrystalline silicon
embedded in hydrogenated amorphous silicon, is significantly higher compared to
the coefficient obtained here. The later study attributed the higher SRH coefficient to the high density of defects and as a results higher corresponding states
occupying the Urbach tail of the host material.

5.4

Transient optical properties of the Nano-porous
Silicon

This section, evaluates the carrier recombination dynamics of 111µm-thick npSi
following the optical excitation. Here, The time resolved optical pump-Mid IR
probe have been used to measure the reflectance and transmittance changes as a
function of time delay between the pump and probe signals. The npSi sample used
in this section is 111µm thick with porosity of 71% estimated using gravimetric
analysis. Since the npSi samples shows much faster recombination time comparing
to mpSi, the time resolved reflection and transmission changes as a function of time
delay between the pump and probe signals at different probe fluences ranging from
0 to 2.5mJ/cm2 is measured first. The measurements were obtained at 4mJ/cm2
excitation power as it is shown in the Figure.5.7(a,b). It can be seen from the figure
that the change in both reflectance and the transmittance is immediate reaching
the minimum within a few picoseconds.This can be attributed to the absorption
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: (a) the transmittance change and (b)the reflectance change as
a function of time delay between the pump and probe signals measured at
4mJ/cm2 excitation power over the probe fluence range from 0.5 − 2.5mJ/cm2
and 4µm probe wavelength.

of the probe signal by the free electrons generated by the pump beam. The figure
also shows that the generated carriers evolve in time and recombine within 100ps.
It should be noted here that there is no significant impact of changing the probe
fluence on the recombination dynamics of the npSi membrane. To verify that, the
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reflection, transmission and the absorbance is plotted against the probe fluence as
it is shown in the Figure.5.8. It can be seen from the figure that the the reflection, transmission and as a result absorption have peaks at the same modulation
contrast over the range of the probe fluences. This indicates that the change in
the fluence intensity of the probe has no contribution to the carrier recombination
process of the nanporous silicon.

Figure 5.8: the reflection, transmission and the absorption of 111µm thick
nanoporous silicon sample as a function of probe fluence at 4mJ/cm2 excitation
fluence.

In order to evaluate the carrier recombination process of the sample mentioned
above, the time resolved transmittance and reflectance changes were simultaneously measured as a function of pump fluence at 3.5µm, 4µm, 4.5µm and 5µm
probe wavelengths respectively, as shown in the Figures 5.9 and 5.10. It can be
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seen from the figures that both the transmittance and reflectance changes initially drop around zero delay between the pump and probe signals and reach the
maximum change within sub-picoseconds time scale.

Figure 5.9: The time resolved transmittance change as a function of excitation
fluence for 111µm thick nanporous silicon sample npSi at (a) 3.5µm (b) 4µm
(c)4.5µm and (d)5µm probe wavelengths.

The initial drop is attributed to the pump induced excitation of the free carriers.
The carrier recovery process following the excitation, in the time scale of several
hundreds of picoseconds, is due to the electron recombination process. It can be
indicated that the carrier recombination rate of the npSi is different at each probe
wavelengths as well each excitation fluence. The transmittance and reflectance results shown in the Figures 5.9 and 5.10 are used to obtain the corresponding carrier
concentration. The related approach used to obtain carrier concentration is based
on the 2D Maxwell Garnett model and Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin(WKB) approximation. More details about the simulation procedure and WKB approximation
can be found in the chapter 3.
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Figure 5.10: The time resolved reflectance change as a function excitation
fluence for 111µm thick nanporous silicon sample npSi at (a) 3.5µm (b) 4µm
(c)4.5µm and (d)5µm probe wavelengths.

5.5

Recombination dynamics of the Nano-porous
Silicon

In order to evaluate the carrier dynamics of the 111µm-thick npSi, the recombination rate as well as the recombination time should be considered. The carrier
concentrations can be extracted using 2D Maxwell Garnett model modified to
include Drude like contribution, while the recombination time can be obtained
based on the rate equation. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the decay time determined by the probe signal drops exponentially (by factor of 1/e) depending on the
penetration depth of the wavelength used.
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The probe absorption coefficient can be also determined from the time resolved
reflection and transmission. The absorption coefficient at the maximum excitation
e
)/d, where Re and Te represent the reflection and
corresponds to α = ln( 1−R
Te

transmission of the probe signal respectively and d is the thickness of the sample.

Figure 5.11: The absorption coefficient of the probe signal determined from
the time resolved reflection and transmission at the maximum excitation. The
absorption coefficient determined at 3.5µm, 4µm, 4.5µm and 5µm probe wavelengths respectively.

Figure.5.11 shows the absorption coefficient of the probe signal determined from
the reflection and transmission signals at maximum reflectance and transmittance
changes at different probe wavelengths. It can be seen from the figure that the
sample becomes strongly absorptive with increasing the excitation fluence with
distinctive probe absorption coefficient at each probe wavelengths. It can be also
seen that the absorption coefficient at 4µm probe wavelength is lower compared to
that shown for 5µm. The absorption coefficient of the rest of the probe wavelengths
fall somewhere between the values mentioned above.
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Figure 5.12: The reflection and transmission as a function of the pump fluence
and different probe wavelengths. The data in this figure correspond to the
maximum reflection and transmission of the time resolved measurements at
maximum excitation

.

In order to reveal the dynamics of the carriers at different probe wavelengths, the
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin(WKB) approximation is employed to simulate the reflection and transmission of the 111µm-thick npSi at different probe wavelengths.
The mathematical treatment of the above model is explained in details in the
chapter 3. The reflection and transmission data were fitted at each time delay
between the pump and probe signals at the maximum drops of the reflection and
transmission respectively. The contribution of the excitation (generated carriers)is
taken into account through modifying Maxwell Garnett effective medium theory
(EMT)to include Drude like contribution to the effective dielectric constant.
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Figure 5.13: The real (upper panel) and the imaginary (lower panel) for the
111µm-thick npSi sample as a function of the excitation fluence and different
probe wavelengths. The non-uniform WKB model is used together with Maxwell
Garnett effective medioum approximation to simulate the reflection and transmission signals and extract the complex dielectric function of the sample

.

To extract the change in the optical properties of the npSi sample such as the dielectric function and the Drude parameters, the reflection and transmission data
at maximum pump fluence were analysed at 3.5, 4.0, 4.5 and 5.0µm respectively.
Figure 5.12 shows the reflection and transmission for npSi as a function of the excitation fluence at different probe wavelengths. The result shows that both reflection
and transmission for all the probe wavelengths drop with increasing excitation fluence. It can be also seen that the transmission drop at probe wavelengths 3.5 and
5.0 are almost comparable while lower transmission change observed for the rest of
the probe wavelengths. The reflection from the sample initially drops followed by
the saturation at excitation fluences greater than 2.5mJ/cm2 . The WKB model
is used to simulate the reflection in which the nonuniform change of the dielectric
function is taken in the consideration as a function of depth[? ]. This non-uniform
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change in our case is associated with the change of the carrier density along the
sample depth. The model is used together with the Maxwell Garnett effective
medium approximation modified to include Drude like contribution to extract the
real and the imaginary parts of the dielectric function, as shown in the figure 5.13.
The figure shows the real (upper panel) and the imaginary parts of the dielectric
function of the 111µm- thick npSi as a function of pump fluence at different probing wavelengths. It can be seen from figure that the real part of the dielectric
function is strongly dropped from nearly 2.7 to around 2.15 with increasing the
excitation fluence which can be attributed to the change in the optical properties
of the sample induced by the photo-excitation. In contrast, the imaginary part of
the dielectric function is increasing with increasing the excitation fluence.

Figure 5.14: Carrier concentration N (cm−1 )(upperpanel) as well as the scattering rate Γ as a function of excitation fluence and different probe wavelengths.
The result shown in the figure were extracted based on the same model mentioned earlier.

.

The results indicated that the npSi sample is highly absorptive at 5µm probe
wavelength compared to 4µm probing wavelength at which the sample is highly
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transparent(see FTIR measurement figure 4.1(a)). The results also showed that
the imaginary part of the dielectric function for both 3.5 and 4.0µm wavelengths
are nearly same over all excitation fluences.
Since the Drude contribution is also incorporated in the model, the carrier concentration N as well as the scattering rate Γ can be also extracted as shown in
the figure 5.14. The figure shows that the pump induced carriers linearly increases
with increasing the excitation fluence. The carrier concentration of the unexcited
npSi only has the contribution from doping which is indicated by the blue line in
the above figure. However, for the excited state N = Ndop + Npump which includes the contribution of both doping as well as the photo-excited electron density
respectively.

Figure 5.15: Carrier concentration for 111µm-thick npSi as a function of the
time delay between the pump and probe signals at different probe wavelengths
and 50mW pump power. The Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin(WKB) approximation together with 2D Maxwell Garnett model is used to obtain the concentration while the rate equation is used to extract the recombination time at each
wavelength.
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The figure also shows that the scattering rate at probe wavelengths 4.0, 4.5 and
5.0µm also increase with increasing excitation flueence with relatively higher scattering rate observed at 5µm probe wavelength. However, the scattering rate at
3.5µm probe wavelengths is almost flat over all of excitation level. It should noted
here that the scattering rate at 3.5µm probe wavelength is obviously higher compared to the rest of the wavelengths and fluctuating around 4.5 × 1013 (s−1 ).
Figure.5.15 shows the time resolved carrier concentration at different probe wavelengths and 50mW pump power corresponding to excitation fluence of about
4.01mJ/cm2 . It can be seen from the figure that there is distinctive recombination rate at each probe wavelength spanning from 3.4 to 5µm.

Figure 5.16: (a)the recombination time as a function of probe wavelengths at 50mW pump power corresponding to excitation fluence of about
4.01mJ/cm2 (b)FTIR measurements for the 111µm-thick npSi. The recombination times were extracted using the equation 5.1 to fit the time resolved data
shown in the figure.5.13.
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The recombination dynamics of the npSi is evaluated based on the decay rate
equation as illustrated in the equation 5.1. Figure.5.14 shows the retrieved recombination time and FTIR measurements for 111µm-thick npSi. The recombination
times were extracted through fitting the the rate equation to the carrier concentration as a function of time delay shown in the figure.5.15. Here, the carrier
recombination considered to be due to three different processes including Shockley
Read Hall(SRH)or trap assisted, carrier-carrier and Auger recombination.

Figure 5.17: Carrier concentration as a function of time delay at different
probe wavelengths and excitation fluences from 0.401 to 4.812mJ/cm2 . The
WKB model is used together with Maxwell Garnett effective medium theory
(EMT) modified to include Drude like contribution to fit the time resolved data
shown in the figures 5.10 and 5.11

It can be seen from the figure 5.16(b) that the trap assisted recombination is not
the only dominating recombination process over the probe wave length spanning
from 3.4-5µm. Instead, at certain probe wavelengths, the contribution of the Auger
recombination enhances and leads the recombination process. In order to examine
the underpinning reason, the FTIR spectrum is present covering the same range
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of probe wavelengths to examine the possible electronic-vibrational coupling, as
shown in the figure 5.16(a). It can be clearly seen that the Auger recombination
processes remarkably enhances around the highest absorption region in the FTIR
spectrum. This enhancement can be attributed to surface absorbates vibrational
modes assigned as Si − O − H at 3.4µm and Si − H at the wavelength range
4.4 − 4.7µm. The relaxation time for a fundamental O − H(ν = 1) stretching
vibration mode is 216ps at room temperature [213] and those for SiH1 , SiH2 and
O3 Si − H are 24, 89 and 12ps, respectively [214]. The relaxation time of the
O − H molecular vibration is longer than that of the Si − H related modes. This
means that a longer molecular vibration lifetime induces a slower decay of the
photo-excited electrons. Therefore, the longer decay time at the probe wavelength
of 3.5µm related to the O − H mode arises from the longer lifetime of the O − H
molecular vibration compared with the Si − H related modes.
In the previous paragraphs, the recombination processes following the pump excitation were evaluated at single excitation level. However, deep understanding
of the process that follows the excitation of the npSi sample requires recombination evaluation at different excitation levels as well as different probe wavelengths.
To do that, the same optical model used to fit the reflection and transmission
signals at different excitation levels from 0.4 to 4.8mJ/cm2 as well as different
probe wavelengths. The extracted carrier concentration are presented in the figure 5.17. The figure shows that the carrier concentration increases around the
zero delay as a result of pump excitation. The figure also indicates that the npSi
sample shows different recombination rate at different excitation fluences as well
as different probing wavelengths. By fitting the data shown in the figure 5.17, the
corresponding relaxation times, at different excitation fluences as well as different
probing wavelengths, can be obtained as shown in the figure 5.18.
Figure 5.18 shows the recombination times as a function of carrier concentration
extracted by fitting the recombination equation to the time resolved carrier concentration shown in the figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.18: The recombination times for both (a) SHR or trap assisted
recombination (Red circles) (b) Auger recombination (blue circles). The recombination times extracted from the fitting of the recombination equation to the
data shown in the figure 5.15.

It can be seen from the figure that there are different recombination time for
each involved process at different probe wavelength. It should be noted here
that the carrier concentration are extracted from the figure 5.17 at the maximum
excitation fluence. The figure shows that the Auger recombination time for all
probe wavelengths are nearly comparable and compete and even become faster
than SRH process at high excitation fluences. The result indicated that SRH or
trap assisted recombination at 3.5µm is two order of magnitude longer compared
to that shown with the rest of the wavelengths. The SRH recombination times
at the probing wavelengths 4.0, 4.5 and 5µm are almost comparable. It can be
concluded here that the longer SRH or trap assisted recombination time at 3.5µm
probe wavelength could be due to the coupling between the vibrational mode and
electronic states. As it is mentioned previously, the O − H vibrational possess
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longer relaxation time compared to the rest of the modes. Thus, the longer SRH
or trap assisted recombination time could be attributed to the long life time of the
O − H vibrational mode.

5.6

Summary

In this chapter, the recombination dynamics of the microporous mpSi and nanoporous
npSi following photo-excitation are evaluated. The results indicated that the the
carrier recombination of the 16µm-thick sample follows Shockley Read Hall (SRH)
recombination with recombination coefficient of about 1.65×109 s−1 . The recombination dynamics of the npSi was investigated based on the recombination time of
each process involved in the recombination process. the result showed that there
are different recombination times for different probing wavelength. The result also
indicated that both SRH and Auger process have contributions to the carrier recombination process of the npSi sample at different probe wavelengths. At low
excitation fluence, the Auger recombination times almost two order of magnitude
longer than that shown with SRH at 4µm, 4.5µm and 5.0µm. At high excitation
flunces, the Auger process competes with and even become faster than the SRH
type at some probing wavlengths except for 3.5µm where two order of magnitude
longer times was observed. The longer recombination time observed with 3.5µm
is attributed to the coupling between the electronic states and the vibrational
modes.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
The optical components operating in MWIR range have attracted great attention
recently due to their significant importance in many technological areas such as
free space optical communication and multi-spectral thermal imaging. Furthermore, the motivation rises from the fact that such optical components capable to
operate at different atmospheric conditions with relatively higher performances.
Realising fast optical modulators accomplish new capabilities such as protection of
rapidly activated sensors, hyper spectral imaging and time of flight applications.
The optical based modulators also allow overcoming the inherent drawbacks of
traditional electro-mechanical modulators. In the most of previously conducted
studies, the optical modulation has been evaluated over limited or discrete spectral
wavelengths while the rest of the MWIR spectral range still needs to be evaluated.
Moreover, the optically modulated semiconductors provides faster switching speed
associated with carrier recombination process with reduced noise as they avoid
electro-optical signal conversion.
In conclusion, the performance of nanoporous npSi and microporous mpSi silicon
as an active component for electro-optical light modulators are compared and evaluated in the mid-wave infrared MWIR range. Both membranes were evaluated
using different measurements: The first approach includes FTIR measurements
of the ground state transmission of unexcited sample as well as the modulation
contrast induced by pump at different probe wavelengths. In the second approach
130
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fluence dependence reflectance and transmittance were evaluated at different pump
fluences while the third part involved reflectance and transmittance measurements
as a function of time delay between the pump and probe signals. The measurements indicated that the porosity, pores as well as the the dimensions of the
skeleton have crucial contribution to the spectral features of both membranes.
The results also revealed that the transmitted light through the mpSi is mainly
influenced by the scattering from sub-micron size pores at shorter wavelengths,
while distinctive absorption bands associated with impurities at the surface were
observed with npSi membrane. The time resolved pump-probe measurements
showed that the response time of the npSi is faster than that of mpSi which allow its use as an optical modulator in the GHz range. The FTIR (ground state
transmission)measurements demonstrated that both membranes have transparencies of about 90%, while 60% of the infrared light can be blocked if the membranes
pumped optically with fluence less than 5mJ/cm2 . The time resolved reflectance
measurements revealed the phenomenon of plasma resonance at which the optical
properties of the mpSi sample become similar to that shown by metals. At the
resonance, the dielectric function become negative and the mpSi sample becomes
more reflective. This feature can be exploited in the design and development of
semiconductor based optical modulators. As a possible direction of enhancing the
filtering and the modulation depth of the membranes, one might suggest affecting the band structure by artificial stress or using multi layered porous silicon
structure [215].
The recombination of the excited carriers of the nanoporous and microporous silicon are also evaluated and compared. The carrier recombination of the mpSi
is analysed based on the initial carrier concentration method. The result revealed that the carrier recombination of the excited mpSi membrane follows
Shockley−Read−Hall (SRH) process with recombination coefficient of about 1.65×
109 s−1 . On the other hand, the optical model based on the Maxwell−Garnett approximation and WKB transfer matrix method are used to simulate the reflection
and transmission of the npSi membrane. From the simulation, the optical properties as well as the Drude parameters are extracted. According the rate equation,
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the recombination times are calculated at different probe wavelengths. The recombination times demonstrated that the SRH recombination process dominates at
low excitation fluences except for 3.5µm where the recombination time is two order
of magnitude slower. At high excitation fluences, the Auger recombination process
competes with SRH type and even faster at some probe wavelengths. The longer
SRH recombination time observed at probe wavelength of 3.5µm is attributed to
the vibrational-electronic state coupling.
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